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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of Ii and l probably shape his
ultimate view of sCience and of the natural world. During thete .years
most youngsters become more adept at thinking conceptually. Since
concepts are at the heart of science, this is the age at' which most stu-7 dents first gain th*e ability to study...science in a really organized way.

,Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an intereM or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the students at th'is (Vitical age have 'been the ones
least affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a number a_commendable- efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years stand ioday as a comparinively weak link in
science education betweeri the rapidly changing elementary ctirriCulurn
and the 'recently revitalized high.school science courses. This volume
and its'accompanying matel-ials represent one attempt to provide a
sound approach to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.

At the outset:the- organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted and unwise to try to- fill the gap in middle
school science e&location by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to challenge some of the most firmly established cacepts
about how-to teach ad just what science material cap and shotild he
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what
authorities believe about schools, teachers, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to test these assumptions in actual classrooms
withkreal children. As conflicts have ari,sen, our policy has been to rely
more upon what we 'saw happening in the schools than upon what
authoritieS said could or would happen. It is largely because oPthis
policy that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the nor,m.

The primary ditiprence between the ISCS prograth and more con-
ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each student 4p travel

(
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it(t his own pace, and it permits the scope and sequence of instruction
(to vary with his interests, abilities, and background, The ISCS, writers
have systematically tried to give the student more oCa role in deciding
what he should, study next and how soon he should study it. When the
materials are used as in ended,, the ISCS teacher serves more asi a
"task easer" than a "tas master." It is his job to help the stUdent
answer the questions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs/tokn9w.', - . .

There i;..nothing radically new in the bL. $ approach to instruction.
Outstanding teAchers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have s,tressed the' /
need to personalize education. ISCS has tried to do something more
than pay lip service to this goal. ISCS' major contribution has been to,,
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal.'
constraints, in an ordin ry classroom with ordinary children, can in-
cited give maximum at ntion .to each student's progress.

The development of t e ISCS material has been a group efrort from
the outset. It began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to improve middle-grade science' teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted in\c, a tentative
plan for a set of instructional materials by a small group of Florida
State University faculty-members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campiis during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools
during the 1965-66 School year. All this preliminary work was sup-
p9rted by funds generously provided by .The FlOrida State University.
'In June of 1966, financial support was provided by the United States

Office of Vducation, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS Project. Later, the. National Science Foundation made sevz
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort.

The first draft -of these materials Was .produced in 1968,.during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators-, and -junior high sehool teachers drawn -from afl over the
United States. The original .materials have been reVised three times
prior to their publication in this volume. More than 150 writers haVe
contributed to 'the, materials, and more thin 180,000 children, in 46
states, have, been involved in their field testing. ', .,..,_

We 'sincerely hope/that the teachers. and .students who will use'this
material will find tOt the great amount of titite,- money:and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile.

'Tallahassee, Florida
February 1972

The Directors
INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE 'CURRICULUM STUDY
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The word scince means a lot of things. All of the meanings arc "right,"
but none are complete. Science is many things And is hard- to de-
scribe in a few words.

We wrote this book to help you un.derstand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
describing them with words. The book deseribes,a series of Things for
you to do an,d think about. We hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel for how
scientists tackle problems.

How is this book different from other textbooks?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks. To make any
sense out of it, you must work with objects and substances. You should
do the things described, think about them, and then answer any ques-
tions asked. Be sure you answer each question as you come to it.

The quesiions in" the book?a4 very-important. They for
three reasons:

1. 'To help you td think- through what you see and do:
,2. To let you know whether or not you un erstand what you've done.

3. To give you a record of what you rave done so that you can
use it for review.

How will your class be organized?

Your science class will 'probably be quite diffeent from your other
classes. This bOok will let you Start, work,with less help than usual
from your teacher.. You should begin-'each day's work where you left
off the day before. Any equipment anii supplies needed will be wait-
ing for you.

41.'" v,:vec".., e 'She e 74.er.
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Your teacher will not read to you or tell you the things that you-are
to learn.' Instead, he Will help you and your classmates individually.

Try to work ahead on your own_ lf you have trouble, first try to
solve the problern for yourself. Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do n'at expe6 him to,give yyu _the -answers to the
questiOns in the book: Your teacher will try to help' you find where
and hqw you went wrong, but he will.not do your wOrk for you.

After a few days,' some of your claSsmates will be-ahead of you and
others will not be as faL-alengT,Tbis is the way the course is supposed'
to work. Remember,. though, that'b-i-e will be no pri:zes for finishing
first. Work at whatever speed is best for you_ But be sure you under-
stand what you have'done before'moving on.

Excursions are mentioned at several places: These special activities
are, found at the back of.the book. You may stop and do any excursion
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions will help you do some of. the actiyities in this book.) Some-
times, your teacher may ask you to do:an excursion.

What am I expected to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does_ You,
should learn a lot of worthwhile information_ .More important, we
hope. that you will learn how to aSk and answer A.uestions about
nature. Keep in mind that learning how to find driswers to questions is

Just as valuable as learning.the answers 'themselves.
Keep the big picture in mind, too_ Each' chapter builds on ideas

already dealt with. These ideas add up to some of the simple but
powerful concepts that are so impqrtant ir(Science. If you are given a
Student. Record 'Book, do all your writing in it. Do not write in this
book. Use your Record I3ook for making graphs, tables, -and 'diagrams,
too.

S .

From time to time you may notiee that your classmates have not
always-given .the .same answers that you did. This' is no cause -for
worry. There are many right answers to some of the queStions. And
in some cases you may not be able to answer the questions.. As a
matter of fact, no' one.knows thc answers to some Of them_ This may.,
seem disappointing to you -at first, but you' will soon realize that there'
is much that science does not know. In this courSe; yOu will learn
some of the things we don't .knoW as well as what-is knOwn. Good luck!.

,W1- Jr, ' ".17T-7,j..11rM7j''' ''.17517.471
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1

Red Eyes alid
Curly Wings

Has anyone ever told you that you look like your father?
of your mother? or your brother or your sister? Possibly
someone, has, because parent's usually pass along some .of
their features to their children. But how does this happen?

.

JusChow can a parent send a message like "Form blue eyes"4
to an unborn child? What color eyes does the child end up
with when the message from one parent says "Form blue
eyes" and the second parent's message says "Form brown
eyes"?

tn this unit you will try to answer questions like these.
In a you will compare the features of parents with, those of
theiroffspring. You will breed flies, stnely beans and peas,
and look closely .at some of your own features and those of
your friends.

The -two big questions in this unit that you will try to
answer are these:

I. Is thereany pattern to the way features are pa4ed fi-oM
parents to their offspring?.

2. What kind of model will explain how features are
passed from parents to their offspring?

Chapter

For the next few weeks, you will breed and observe insects GROWING FRUIT
called fruit flies. Much of what 'we know about how features FLIES
are passed .along has come from studies of fruit flies. Your
problem is tO compare the features of parent flies.with those
of their "children" and '.,irandchildren." Getting the
"grandchildren" will take about four weeks because it takes
fruit flies about twO weeks to produce offspring.

14
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CHAPTER 1

To fully understand what you will do, you need to know
how plants and animals reproduce. To lind out if you do,
answer the following che4up questions.

/Th

CHECKUP

1. What is a .!'sperm"?

2. What is an

.3. What hapfiens NA)hen a .male animal and fejnale animal
"mate"

4. How do plants produce seeds?

Check your answers by quickly reading thyough Excursion
1-1.

ACTIVITY .1-1. Pick uP a #1 vial. 'The vial shOuld contain 5
or 6 fruit flies. Write your name, your class, and the date on
the vial's label. Do not remove the cap yet.

DAVID BROWN
CLASS 4
9-13-72 1

'Note Take.good care of your flies. TO flies in vial # I are
yours alone. You milst keep them alive and healthy for the
'next four weeks.

Before you can study the features of your flies, you will
have to know how to slow them down without hurting them.
You also must learn how to tell male flies from female flies
and how to prepare food for the flies. The next few activities
will, teach you these things. Work on these activities with a
partner.

Time Caution Do not (mgr.n the next activity,unless you have
at least 30 minutes of class time. left.

15
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'''s._ Irs.pretty hard to.see the features. or. (ruit flies in your vial USING A .

because they move so fast. It's fairly easy, however, to .slow "PLY SLOWER"
- down the flies xVithout killing them. You just put them to

sleep with ether_ Be sure to follme these directins,c'orefully.
Too much ether eill k'ill your _flies.

Caution Ether is nordangerous when used properly, bur:
I. Bc sure there ore NO _flames in your room. EiTt-er fumes

Ai be explosive.
2. Air should moue through your room easily..
3. Keep the ether bottle copped when you aren't using it.
4. Don't breathe the ether filmes yourself

To learn to slow fruit flies, you will need your vial #
and these mater\-als:

1 plastic bottle (ontaining ether
I etherizer (madefrom-Tfunpfl, string, and a 50-ml plastic

beaker)
1 white Card

,. 1 hand lens
I small brush
1 petri-dish lid

If no finished etherizer is available, you will have to build
yo u r own. Activity 1-2 shows'how to do this, and Activities
1-3 through 1-7 tell you how to use jt.

ACTIVITY 1-2. Build the etherizer as shown. Be sure to bend
the end of the funnel outward.

Bend out the end
of the funnel stem
with a pencil.

A

Wrap string and tie.

1 6
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)- ACTIVITY 1-1. Add 3 or 4 drof4 of ether to the string. Im-
mediately place the funnel In the 50-ml beaker. Tarn the funnel
and beaker over on the table_

Add 3 or 4 drops of other.

Tip gently on book.

ACTIVITY 1-4. Gently tap your vial #1 on a book to knock
all the flles to the bottom.

ACTIVITY 1-5. Tap the' vial whenever necessary to keep the
tiles near the bottom. Quickly remove the cap from the vlsil
and sit the etherizer over the opening as shown.

Conti As tapping and
place etherizer
over the vial.

.:; ` s ) V. '",'
st.

/.4
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ACTIVITY 1-6. Quickly tip the two conainers as shown. Tap
th vial gently until all the flies drop into the beaker.

ACTIVITY 1-7. Repl.a.ce the cap on the vial and set it aside.
Put your finger over the ppening in the funnel to trap the ether
fumes. As sqon as the Nes stop moving, remove the funnel
and pour the flies ontb a white card. Warning: Do not over-
etherize your files or they will die.

iYou can tell if you'ye overetherizea a ny oy ts out-
-stretched wings. If you kill any flies, get rid of them. Your

teacher will ,tell you where to put dead flies.

Figure 1-1

Do your flies twitch? .Flies oftenvitch during sleep. So
don't worry if one moves. But if a fly4 should start, to walk,
place a,drop of ether on thecard near the fly. Then cover
the drop and the fly with the..lid of a petri dish ,for a moment
until the fly goes,back to sleep.

r.yiNk!,,Vst.471, i'.74\ .4

Dead fly

Etherized fly

h.44 pft '7.1;
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CHECKING Study.yOii; flies with'a hand 'lens. If you need to move them,YOUR FLIES do so gently with the aid of the small brush.

01-1. Describe' your fruit flies. List at least five features.
a. Shape of wing
b. Eye color
c. Color of body.
0.,, Pattern on. body
e. Other features

-.6 CHAPTER 1

01-2. Are all your flies alike in each eature, or do the
features vary from fly to fly?

Look closelY at the tail.ends of the flies. You -will find that
they are not all alike. Separate the flies into typo- groups on
the basis_of the Shape of their tail ends. If You separate them
correctly, one group will contain only male flies, and the
other group will contain .only feniales. Male flies have a tail
endthat is blunt and definitely black:Female tails are lighter
And more pointed.

01-3. Study the two groups closely. Then list any other
differences you find between males and females in Table 1-1of your Record Book. (Return all flies to vial #1 when youare through studying them.)

1
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Male Femak

Definite black tad end Lighter tail end

Blunt tail end Pointed tail end

Table 1-1

, To do many of the activities in this unit, you, must be able
to tell the sex of flies. Before going on, be' Certain that you
can tell the difference between male and female flies. Figure
1-2 will help you do this. you may als6 want to check with
your teacher on this.

Figure 1-2

Now you are almost ready to mate (cross) some of your flies._
Before you do, though, you should know that not everyone
in your class has flies ,with the same features.. Some people
have flies with red eyes, while others have brown-eyed flies.
Also, some flies have straight wings and some have curly .

wings. Compare your description of your flies (question I-I)
with your classmate's descriptions. Find a partner whose flies
differ from yours in eye color and 1,0ng shape.

01-4. Describe exactly how the features of the two sets of
flies differ by completing Table 1-2 in your Record Book.

2 0

Ventral view of

male abdomen

Ventral view of

female abdomen

11.
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'Features
-

your vial i Partner's Vial # I

sh"pe of winp

Eye color

Table 1-2

You will read the term pure strain a lot in this unit. Here's
wil"t it means- When twq flies from a purc strain...for red
eye color are mated, all .their offspring will have red eyes.
If two of these offspring are mated, thin their offspring also
win have red eyes. Similarly, the parents and grandparents
of- the purer.strain flies had to have red eyes( (Set Figure
1-3.) In a nonpure strain of flies, other eye colors:might show
up in the ofrspring.

Figure 1-3
Pine Strain 1 Pure Spin 2

.
Great
grand-
parents

Red eyes
Curlyw1ngs.
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01-5. Give an operational definition of purestroin.

If you have fbrgotten what an opN-ational definition is and
how to write on& (Urn to Excursion 1-2.

01-6. Suppose you mated a Ted-eyed, curly-winged fruit fly
with a brown-eyed long-winged frtuit fly. If both flies are
from a pure strain, what color eyes- and what shape wings
do you predictIthat the offspring will have?

Shortly you will test your prediction. To make the test,you-ill mate some of Nur mate flies with classmate's
female /lies (or Nicc versa). Then.you wilt complre the rea-
tures of the offspring with those of the parent flies. Figure -
1-4 shows the plan.

Male flies Female files

Your
pure strein
tlif)s

Figure 1-4
,

A classmate's
pure strain
flies

Othpring

When you put your flies, with your 'classmate's flies of the
opposite sex, you hope they will mate and produce offspring.
But suppose the female flies had already mated before you.
put the flies together. Then the parents of the offspring...
produced would be from the same pure strain, noltrom
different pure strains (yours and 'your classmate's):

01-7. Suppose this happened. What dO you predict the
offspring would loolclikei?

_

1_initatiou

MATING YOUR
FRUIT FLIES

;COI

Fortunately, feiriale fruit flies cannot mate for.at leiast ten
hours'after they hatch:So if you select for your.expefiment,
female flies that have been adults for less than trt .hours,
you. can be sure raw they have not fnated.% Such fiie.ave
called "virgin females,"

CHAPTER 1 9
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First you need to clear your vial and your partner's vial
of all female flies that may already have mated. Activity 1-8
wiH show you how to do this. But before you'do the frame,
you need to check your timing.

The tiick is to clear your vial and your partnis, five to
ten hours before you plan to cross flies from,the two vials.
Ask your teacher for help on timing"this correctly. Table 1-3
will 4elp you and your teacher to plan properly. Do not try
to plan your clearing tint without _tour teacher's help.

-Tabh. 1-3

CLEAR ING CHART

If you plan your
matins to.start at

You must clear the female from vial #1,

no earlier than no later than
7 A.m.*ThUrs._
8 Am.' Thurs.
9 A. M_ Thurs.

10 A.m. Thurs.
.., I I A.m.' Thurs.

12 A_ M. Thurs.
I 7.m. Thurs.
2 P.m. Thurs.
3 P.M. Thurs.,.
4 r.m_ Thurs.

9 p.m. Wcd.
10 P.m_ Wed.
II P. M. Wed.
-12 r..m. Wcd.

1 A. M. Thurs.
-` 2 A. M. Thurs.

3 A.M. Thurs.
4 km. Thurs.
5 A. M. Thurs.
6 A.m. Thurs.

2 A.M. Thurs.
3 A.M. Thurs.
4 A_ M. Thtirs.
5 A.m. Thurs.
6 AA Tbun.
7 A.m. Thurs.
8 A.Id. Thurs.

A.M. Thurs.
10 A.M. Thurs.
I I A-M. Thurs.

If your elaz meets during one cf the starred hours, you will probably'hifve
to do the clearing.ai home:

When the clearing time that you and your teacher have
planned arrives, .go ahead with clearing your vial and your -

partner's.,Activity 1-8 wiH s:how.you how clearing is done.

ACTIVITY 1-8. 'Five to ten hours before your planned mating,
you should do the following:'

1. Uncap ari eMpty vial. .

2. Tap vial *1 until the flies are on the bottom.
3. Uncap vial *1. Quickly turn the empty vial OW th.

openiRg,-
4. Tap tliPside of vial *1 until all the flies fly into the empty

vial.
5. Quickly -recap thenew vial.IP
6. Ricap and keep vial *1.

10 CHAPTENO 7. Give the new vial of flies to your teacher..
.)STAt'4 ,,
'''Or'
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Tap vial # 1 until adults
fly into the empty
vlal above.

Cap and keep vial #1.

Give the new vial
to Your teacher.

.11 your Class meets early m e morning, you may have
had to take"the vials. hhme tet the transferring there. -If
you do this, return the new vial to your teacher the next
morning.

In the .'food ,material at :the bottom of 'vial .11.1 are fruit
flieS at -vatiotis stages of their life cycles. New adults should
hatch'withini,five to -ten hours. These are the flies 'you will
use for your mating expeiiment..lf you ti'ave to wait for new
adtilts, go ahead with .Activity l-9_ Then read ahead in the
next section,- "What. Happens Next?" to learn about the
details of how, fruit flies develop.

Before you begin your .mating experithent, you need to
. prepare vial #2 containing fly food. To do this you will need

these items:.

clean empty iiat with cap
1. straight pin
1, 50-ml .plastic beaker
l'packet of fly food

k

. 6 ml food

I.

ACTIVITY 1-9; Add 6 ml of food and 4 ml of water to the.
plastic vial. Add to this vial (vial #2) a label with your name,
your class, and the date. 11
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ACTIVITY 1-10. Let the fly foockstand a few minutes to absorb,
the water: Then tap th.e vial gently to settle the food.

Push one end
Into the fly food.

< 12 :b. CHAPTER 1
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ACTIVITY 1-11..Cut a thin strip of paper and push one end
into the fly food.

z

Make 25-30 small holes.

ACTIVITY 1-12. Wlth the straight pin, punch 25-30 small air
fries in the vIal cap. Warningi Do not make the holes \blg
ehough to let the flies out.

25.
:%rs. sAsIP,S1 5- 1' t 5% 5 ,
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You are now ready to mate StAlle of your female Ilies with
a classmatc's.males jor some of your males with a classmate's
females). 1-ernernber-that your partner thust have flies witft
different eye _color and wing shape thRn yours. You will .each
need these things:

P.

1 'vial. # I (from which all adult
10 'hours before)

1 vial #2-containing fo.od
I etherizer
I. white card
1 pCri-dish lid.
1 brush

flies Were removed to

Before going on, you and your -planer 3 hotild review the
directions for,etherizing fruit flies ,in Activities 1.-2 through.
1,7. When adult flies appear in the two vials #1, go ahead
With the following activity frames_

Note Activities 1-13 through 1-16 should be done 13E1:ORE'
your newly hatched flies are ten hours old. Furthermore, they
should be started in midweek unless the plan youworked out
with your teacher calls for you to work on the weekend!

ACTIVITY 1-13. Etherize the adult flies in your vial #1 and
place them on a white card.

.1-1;" ;42,

'044 .
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5 curly-winged female flies
(They will have red eyes.)

ligip?, "

ACTIVITY 1-14. Place In the cap of vial #2 five of your curty-
winged virgin female files and five of your partner's straight:
winged male flies. (Do not try to mate curly-winged males with
your straighted-winged females.)

5 atralght-wInged male flies
(They will have brown eyes.)

L. cap trom vim #2-

ACTIVITY 1-15. Press vial #2 into rts cap, Be csreful not to
harm any flies in the process. Leave the vial upside down until
the flies wake up.

ACTIVITY 1-16. Return any of your (not your partner's) un-_
used flies tolhe cap of vial #1. press vial #1 into this cap.
Leave upside down until the flies wake up. Return vial #1
to your tacher.

14
Cap from yfal *1

1,15, ':qkqr4 01' ("41.'" 00 41,,g-31 t11;,% rk " 4*.ect +
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Make a smaller label like the one shown in Fig. 1-5. Re-
, place the label on vial #2 with this new one. Write the same

information in Fig. 1-5 of your Record Book. Under Feature,
you should write either the eye color (brown or red) or the
wing shape (curl)' or straight) of your flies.

Figure 1-5

Mating-

Your Narne

Scx Feature Sex Feature

Datc: Class Sectioir Vial #2

Depending upon the temperature of your classroom, it will WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
be ten to fourteen days until the parent flies in vial #2
produce adult offspring. During that period they will go
through what .is called a life cycle. The stages in that life
cycle are outlined below. A

Soon atler mating, the female By win lay tiny vPhite eggs..
on the food in vial #2. If you look closely with a hand lens,
you will be able to see the eggs. They look like those in A
of Figure 1-6.

20 X life size FRUIT FLY LIF&CYCLE 8 X life size
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About six .days after mating, small wormlike creatures
called larvae will come out of the eggs. You will see them
crawling through the food. They will look like the drawiug

26

Figure '1-8
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in B of Figure 1-6. When you see larvae, you should remove
all the adult flies from vial #'2. Activity 1-8 will show you
how to do this. .

When the larvae w_ about two or three days old, they
will begin to move up hie side of vial # 2 and form a shell
,around themselves. When the brown shell is complete, the
fruit flies are called pupae. Pupae look like C in Figure 1-6.
They will be easy for you to find because of their brown
color.

-Some- -time -between --thc -tenth- --and --fourteenthdarafter-
mating, the pupae will split open and out will coniethe adult
offspring,that you want to study.

Here's a schedule (Table 1-4) for the next couple of weeks.
It tells you what you will see in your vial #2 and what you
should be doing for the experiment. Keep in mind that n'Ot
ail fruit flies :develop at the same rate. The Time column
in the chart will probably not .be exact for your flies. You
should be at the Day 2 point right now.'

Table 1-4

Time Event

'Day I. Vial # I cleared of adults
t . Vial #2 prepared

Day 2 Males and virgin females put in vial #2

Day 8
i

. Larvae appear A

ALL. PARENT FLIES
REMOVED ,

Day 10 pupae. appeipr

Day.14 Adult offspring -appeat\xial #2 .

KEEP TRACK OF Your teacher will,tell you where to keep.your flies while you
rUR FRUIT FLIES ,wait for them to develop. While yoU wait, you will be doinf;

other activities. But you are to check your vial every day and
keep, track of how !he life 'cycle.is .corning along. A chart like
Table 1-5 is in your Record Book.. You are.to record .the
date on which you observe or do the things listed on the
chart.16 CHAPTER 1
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FIRST-GENERATION PLANNING CHART

Event Date Done or Observed

Vial I cleared or aduhs........ . _._

Vial 2 prepared

Males & virgin females- put
in vial ..2

, Eggs observed

Larvae observed

Parent flies cleared from vial Zr.72

Pupae observed

Adults observed
,

,

Table 1-5

.While you wait for your fruit flies to develop, you should
go on with Chapters 2 and 3. But before you do, quickly
read through the rest of this chapter.

This will give you an idea of the things that you must do
for the fruit-fly experiment. If you have any questions about
t.he chart or the rest of this chapter, discuss them with your
teacher now! \-\

Right now.. . .

Check the first-generation planning chart (Table 1-5) in
your Record Book and put a date next to anything you have
already done or s'een.

When your lartine npimar in vial #2 you should..

I. Record the day in the first-generation planning chart.
2. FollOwmhe directions in Activity 1-17 for clearing the

vial of adult flies.

^1.

3 0

e .+
. O'vt. , . ,
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ACTIVITY 1-17. Remove the parent flies from vial #2 by follow-
ing the directions given in Activity 1-8.

Don't forget to enter in your planning chart the day that
you first notice pupae in your vial. Pupae are brown objects
that usually stick to the side of the vial.

WIren new ,adults appear in vial #2 you should:

I. Record the day in your first-generation planning chart.
2. Do the activities from here through page 20 at once.

ACTIVITY 1-18. When you have 20 or more offspring, etherize
dnd observe them. Record in Table 1-6 either the files' eye
color ot their wing shape. (See Figure 1-5.) Record .also the
number of flies that sh.ow.the variation.

Table 1-8

Eye Color or Wing Shape Number of Flies

18 CHAPTER 1
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014- Summarize the res.ults of your experiment in Table
1-7 of your Record' Book.
MN 1-7

Fcaturc Varunion
(State ox-color or winc:-shape variation.)

Parcnts

First-gcncration
offspring

E:11-9. How well do your results agree with your prediction
in question 1-6?

(21L10. How does what you saw with fruit flies compare with
what you saw with beans and peas ((,hapters 2 and 3)?

Compare the.length of the Aire cyCle described in your
first-generation planning chart (Table 1-5) with the times
found by some of your classmates. Did everyone in the class
have the same life-cycle time? If not, what do you think may
have jnfluenced the length of the life cycle? You might want
to try Excursion 1-3. You will discover one possible answer
there.

01-11_ Next you will mate some of your male offspring with
some of your female offspring. Predict what you think their
offspring will look like. If you predict that you will get more
than one kind of fly, what number.of each kind do you
expect?

4*:(01;=:!:cor

In your Record Book, describe- the way you plan to. do'the ANOTHER GENERATION 'cross between 'male and female flies from vial #2. The OF FLIESMIPprocedure should be yery -much the same as the one you
followed in Your firsCcross; so you can get some clues by

'reading back over what you did (pages 9-11). If you have
trouble, ask your teacher or a classmate for help.

When you have described your plan, discuss it with your
teacher. When he approves, go ahead with the experiment.
Once.again, keep track of the days when thing's happen and

('when you do things. Do this in the se'Cond-generation plan-
ning chart in your 115cord Book (Table 1-8). diAPTER 1 19
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GRANDCHILDREN BY
THE THOUSANDS

20 c. CHAPTER 1
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SLCOND-GENERATION PLANNING CHART
-\\ i

f vcm Date Done or Ohservd

Vial at 2 cleared of adults .

.

Vial #3 prepared
.

Males St virgin females put in
p

vial 3r,c 3
t1

Eggs qservcd

.Larvat-obserl;ed
_

Pal4ent flies cleared from vial #3

,Puriae.observed
.,.-

Aditits observid
.

Table 1-8
- ,

Continue with later Oiapters while you wait for your
'second-generation flies tO emerge. Observe your vials of flies
daily. 'When the second-generation flies appear, return to this
chapter and complete the next section.

Note Do not go on to The next sectIon until you Aave at least
60 second-generation offyring. -.This will take about two weeks.

\ In the meantime, go on with the next several chapters.

Before you go on, let's be sure you know where you've been.
Figure 1-7 diagrams your entire fruit-fly experiment.

-First you found a neighbor whose flies wpre different from
yours in terms of wing shape or eye color. Then you crossed
some ofhis flies with your flies. These were the parent flies
for your experi,meht.

Then you looked at the offspring. YOu should have.found
that they all had either straight ,Nyings or red eyes. Fmally
you crossed a male and a female from among the otispring.

NoW you will find out what the eyes or wings of the second
generation look like. You will decide whether the two-bir
model you study in Chapter.4 can explain tlikfruit-fly data
you've collected.

, .

\.,
,
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Brown eye fled eye Straight wing Curly wing

Of

Straight wings

or

Figure 1-7

1 I
1

ACTIVITY 1-19. Etherize your second-generation flies and
check their features. Record your observations in Table 1-9
of your Record Book. Return the flies to the vial when through
with them..

1-9

. Parents

Second-generation
offspring

I 1

Fture Variation
(State what eye colors and wing shapes j;ou find.).

3

21
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Perhaps you would like to know what the chances arc of
getting one bit of information or another. If SO, try Exeurslon
1-4.

01-12. How well do your results agree with the prediction
you made in question 1-11?

01-13. Explain what you observed in the second generation
_ in terms of the rwo-bit

From time to time in this unit,,you will be asked to do
Problem Breaks. These are 'problems for yoii to solve, without
much help from your book or your teacher. "lhe problems
will usually help you understand what you are studying in
the chapter. put that's not their major purpose. They arc
designed to give you practice in problem solving and in
setting up your.own experiments, You should try every Prob-
lem Breakeven the tough ones. And in most cases, you

.should have your teacher approve your plan before trying
it. The first Problem Break in this unit is coming up next.

41021)1/- %

I I

1 \

22 CHAPTER 1
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PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

Examine your second-generation flies very carefully. Try
to find some feature (other than the one you studied) that
differs from fly to fly. When you find such a feature, deter-

\.rnine the ratio of one type of fly to the other. Then try to
ligure out whot the parents and grdndparents of these flies
might have loOked like in terms of the feature selected. Here
is some information that you may find.helpflil.

I. The description you made of your original flies (See
page 6.) ' .

.

2. The results your partner got from the cross Of his flies
with yours (See page 18.) .

3. Your partner's description of his original flies

Describe your results in your R.ecOrd Book.

Xhrl
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So far the two-bit model has explained how many (but
not all) of the features arc passed from parents -to their
offspring. Scientists who study these problems have found
this too. They have been able to expand this model to exphiin
every situation they have come across so. far. The two-bit
model was propord about a hundred years ago and is still
.the basis of the sciente called genetics-. It is considereeto
be one of the most powerful models in all of science.

Now your work with fruit flies is complete. Yon should
now return to the place. 'in your book where you last. left
off. Before you do though, be sure that all your fruit-fly
supplies are cleaned and put back wheres'ythey belong. Give
any living flies to your teacher for disposal_Ir.
Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 11n your Record
Book.
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That's Using
the Old Bean

At this point you're trying to do two things at oncekeep
track of your developing fruit flies and take a look at in-
heritance in another kind of living thing, the bean plant_
Once again you will be trying to find some paftern in the
way features are passed from parents to offspring.

Unfortunately, plants grow so slowly that it would take
months for you to experiment with beans in the same way e's,
you are experimenting with fruit flies. To save time; you will
be given some beans like the ones you would get if you
actually grew plants.

To begin, you will need a box labeled "Bean Experiment."
Check to be sure the box contains these items:

1 vial labeled "Parents"
1 vial labeled "First Generation"
1 bag labeled "Second Generation"
1 50-ml plastic beaker

ACTIVITY 2-1. Examine the two beans In the vial labeled
"Parents."

AMU
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F12-1. In what ways are the beans different from each other?s,

Take a look at your answer to question 2-1. If you listed
sex as one of the differences between the beans, you arc
wrong. One of the beans is not the male parent, and the other
is not the female parent, Ifyou made this mistake, you would
really gain by doing Excursion 1-1 again.

In answering question 2-1, you could have listed a dozen
or more features as differentsize, weight, color, spottedness,
and thickness of coat, to name just a few. Your problem is_
ttrytoimnda pattern in the way features like these are
passed from parents -to offspring.

If you tried to keep up with all possible features at the
same time, the problem. would be pretty tough. But there
is an easier way. Rather than trying to follow all features,
you can concentrate on just one featurecotor. ,

The two kinds of seed you've seen have come froin two
diffeitnt plants that were pure strairis for seed color.:Let's
review what this means. Plants grown from pure-strain beans
fo.r color always prOduce offspring with beans of the 'same
color 'as the parent beads:Figure, 2-1 shows this.

Figure 2-1

Pure-stre in brown seed offspring

_

In, your experirneut, plants grown from pure-strain white
beans were crossed (.with plants grown fronipure-strain brown
beans.- Then the offspring beans were picked. A sample of
the beans that were picked is in the vial labeled "First Gen-
eration."
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First (Ilene rntion

ACTIVITY 2-2. Examine the beans in the vial labeled "First
Generation."

Aft.

Ej27....Which parent bean color was the same as the color
of these .first-generation 'beans?

0 2-3; Which, .parent bean color did not show up in the
first-generation beans?

The next step in the experiment was to plant the first-
generatiOn beans. The plants that rew were then crossed,
and a second generatibn of beans s picked. A few of the
second-generation beans are in the bag labeled "Second
Generation."

021- Before opening the bag, try tolpredict the color of
the-beans it it.

ACTIVITY 2-3.} Open the bag and examine a few beans from
the second generation'.

b,

p ECOND
DENERAPON

02-5. Describe the color of the beans in the second-
genetation bag.

ortipare your observation with your prediction above.

4 0
, re
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SAMPLING BEANS

02-8. In this second generation, are there more brown beans
or more white beans?

Reminder Did you check your fruit flies today?

You may have read how television networks find out bow
many people watch a certain program. They do not call
everyone in the broadcast area. instead, they call only a small
nuinher of people. -They assume that-this 'sample" -of people
will tell them-something about the program preferences of
all the people in the area. Let's apply this idea to your study
of inheritance in beans.

ACTIVITY 2-4. Stir the beans In the second-generation bag.
Without looking, take out 2 full 'beakers of beans. Examine
them ind fill In the first two columns of Table 2-1 In your
Record Book. Then pour the beans back Into the bag.

The two beakers of-beans are a sample of the beans in
your bag. The bag of beans, in turn, ,is a sample of the entire
'second generation. If r sample is a goodsone, ij..can tell
you something about t eatures of all the second4eneration
beans.

SAMPLE COUNT OF SECOND-GENERATION BEANS

'White Bcans Ratio

TIrt:Itti e . ...vie...?
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One of.the writers of this book took a sample of second-
generation beans just as you did. But hs sample was larger.
It contained 721 brown beans and 238 ;;hite beans. To calcu-.
tate a'simple ratio, he divided both these numbers (721 and
238) by the smaller number (238), like this:

Brown beans to white beans = 721 to 238

= to BR
Rough ratio = 3.03 to 1

r

The) writer's sample contained about three brown beans for
every one white bean.

Rounding off his answer gives a ratio of about 3 to 1.
If you don't understand how this calculation was made,

see Excursion 2-1, "Ratio Simplified."

02-7.. Using the data from Table 2-1, calculate a .ratio for
your sample of second-generation beans. If you 4ave trouble,

. turn to Excursion 2-1.

Number of brown beans

to white beans = to

Rough ratio to

Rounded-off ratio = to

02-8. How does your ratio compare with our writer's?

Figure 2-2 diagrams the experiment you have just studied.
Notice that ithe colors of the first- and second-generation
beans -are.not labeled.

.

024. Study tbe diagram carefully and add .the missing in-
formation on, bean color and ratio. CHAPTER 2 29
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Brown bean White bean

Parent pinnts

What color were the
first-generation beans?

First-generation beans

First generation
plants

What color were the
second-generatlon beans?

Figure 2-2

30 CHAPTER 2

brown white

Note In this example, and throughout the unit, the s)mbol
X is used to mean a mating or a crossing.

At this point,"you might be asking several questions:

I. Why were all the first-generation beans brown even
though one parent waS a pure strain for white and the
other parent was a pure strain for brown?

.

2. Why were somcpcond-generation beans white even
though both parents produced brown beans?

3. Is there anYthing special about the 3-to- t ratio of brown
beans to white beans .in the second generation?

4. Do yo4k,get similar results when you cross other plants
and animals?

These are sOme of the questions you'll be trying to answer
in the next,several chapters. Keep.them in mind as you
proceed.
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PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

An ear of corn contains a lot of kernels_ Each kernel is
a separate seed that can grow into a new plant. The ears
of corn shown in Figure 2-3 represent three generations. Two
different pure-strain parents produce a first generation. A
second-generation offspring was- produced from_ across of
first-generation plants.
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Figure 2-3

-Puro-strain parent

Pure-strain parent

First generation

First generation

Second generation

Study Figure 2-3 carefully. From your observations, dia-
gram a pattern of inheritance for the corn seeds like the
diagram for bean seeds given in Figure 2-2. How does the
ratio of colors in the second generation of corn seeds comparo
with the one you found for bean seeds?

Record yotir findings in your Record Book.

Reminder Don't forget to watch _pour fruit flies daily. Before
going on, check your calendar to see where you are in your
fruit:fly experiments.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 2 in your Record
Book.
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Watch Your Peas and Q's Ch4)ter 3

In the last chapter, you observed how features in beans are
passed from parents to offspring. By thinking about only one
featurecoloryou found a pattern of inherita.nce. Let's
review- what you did.

I. Pure-strain brown X ,Pure-strain brown
When pure-strain broWn-bean plants were mated with
pure-strain brown-bean plants, only pure-strain Urown-
beam offspring resulted. Similarly, a cross between
pure-strain white-bean parents produced only Ore-
strain white-bean offspring. (See 'figure 2-1.)

2. Pure-strain brown X Pure-strain white
You saw a different pattern when plants grown from
pure-strain,brown beans were mated with ones grown
from pure-strain white beans. In this case, only brown
beans showed up in the first generation. But when plants
grown from the first-generation brown .beans- were
mated, bdth brown beans and white beans showed up
in the second generation. There were three brown beans
for every one white bean. -(See Figure 2-2.)

Does-this pattern hold for other bean-pia:tit features? Does
it hold for other plants and animals? If it doe$Nkru could
use it to make predictions about the, offspring oMiither sets
of. parents.

Let's try to use the pattern to predict the inheritance ,of
features in,garden peas. If pea plants and bean plants follow
the same pattern in pasSing features to their offspring, your
predictioçis should be accurate.
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To begin the activity, you will need the following items:

6 packages of pea seed, numbered l to 6
(Do not open these until told to do so.)

1 pctri dish,

ACTIVITY 3-1. Open package #1; pour the p>tiii from the
package into the petri dish. After answering questions 3-1
through 3-3, return the peas to the package.

401111.

AGaw,

26
Ito

(ob

03-1: List at least two features common to all the peas in
package #1.

03-2. Can you tell-by looking at these peas whether or not
they are from a pure strain? Explain your answer.
03-3. Suppose ,two of these peas were planted and the re-
sulting plants were crossed. What features do you predict
the next generation would have?

Uke the bean plants in Chapter 2, pea plants would take
months to Produce another generation. Therefore, you will
Again work with peas gotten from an experiment done 17
someone else. The peas you study will look just like the ones
that the original eaperimenter used.

First, peas like the ones in package #1were planted; then
the plants- that grew were crossed. The offspring plants pro-
duced peas like the -ones in package 42. (Sea Figure 3-l.)

17
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Planted seeds
from package # I

LL\,

Adult planis

Figure 3-1

"

4.)
First-generation seeds
from package #2

ACTIVITY 3-2. Open package #2. Examine the first-
generation peas. Return the peas to the bag after answering
questions 3-4 and 3-5.

03-4. How do the features of the first-generation peas in
package #2 compare with the features of the parent-
generation peas in. package #1?
03-5. How do the features you see in the first-generation
peas compare with the prediction you made in question 3T3?

Cle) Planted seeds
from package #2

0

/411 416

$611:44

. iicond-generation seeds
from package #3

Ot4

40

Adult plants

S

:44

Figure .3-2
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034. Suppose you planted tliese first-generation peas and
crossed two of the offspring plants. What do you predict the
.second-generation'peas would look like?

,11113-76 'Explain why you made the predictions you did.

I *."<si ; ;el 0

In the original experiment, peas like those in package #2
were planted and the resultant plants were crossed. The peas-
in package #3 arc a sample of the second generation. Exam,
ine these peas now:

03-8. Was your prediction in question 3-6 correct?

1113-9. What features do the peas in packag6 # I, #2, and
#3 have in common?

03-10. What do wc call plants that always produce offspring
exactly like the parents?

03-11. Suppose some Of the peas in package #3 Wert
planted and the resultant plants wtre crossed. Predict what
the offspring Picas would look like.

Return the peas to-package #3, fasten the package, and
return it to the suiTly area.

In answering the lkt few questions, you probably used
the idea of pure strains' tees review the meaning of the term
pyre strain. ,Remember that scientists prefer to define their
terms with an .operational.definition.

03-12. Give an operational definition of pure strain. (See
EXcurelon 1-2 if you need help.)

In the next section, you will study the inheritance of still
another feature ofpea seeds. Before pi On, however, study
Figure 3-3 to review what you have found so fat.

Flgure 373

Plants grOvin
from peas *1

, ,) ... .4.-

Plants grown
from peas # 2 Peas #3

4..
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Package #4 contain's seeds from a kind Of pea NOT related MORE AND
to the ones in packages # f, L 2, a.nd #3. DIFFERENT PEAS

ACTIVITY 3-3. Examine the peas in package #4. Return the
peas-to their package atter answering'guestions 3-13 through
3-16.

09-13. List at least two features common to the peas. in
package #4.

09-14. How-do the fe.atures of the peas in package #3 differ
from the features of the ones in package #4?

The peas in package #4 were first-generation p,eas. These
peas had features like those of the parent peas.

1r Figure 3-4
Planted seeds
from package # 4

Second generation seeds?

03-15. Suppose these first-generation peas in package #4
were planted and .the resultant plants were crossed. What
do you predict the sec6nd-generation peas ,would look like?

CHAPTER 3 37
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Let's simplify the study of inheritance in these peas by
concentrating on just one feiiturCshape. Far the moment
we will study only the inheritance of seed shape in peas..

03-17. What was the shape (round, or wrinkled) of the
pure-strain peas in package #3?
1:13-18. What was the shape (round, or wrinkled) of the
pure-strain peas in package #4?

In the original experiment, an interesting cross Was made.
A -plant grown -from pe!1ike the-Ones in package #3 was
crossed with a plant grown from peas like the 'ones in package
#4, Then the first generation of peas (paCkage #5) was
picked.

ER
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sd
ln answering_the next question, let's assume that the in-

heritance .of seed texture in peas follows 'the same pattern
as inheritance of seed color in beans.

03-19. What do you predict the peas in paCkage #5 will
look like?

ACTIVITY 3-4. Open package *5; examine the seeds, and
answer question 3-20: Then replace the seeds in package *5,
close it, and return it to the supply area.
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03-20. flow do the featurcS of the peas in package #5
coMpare with the predietion you made in question 3-19?
03-21. Which parent do the peas resemble more?

The original experiment was carried one step further.
Seeds like those in package #5 were planted, and some of
the plants that-grew were crossed. Second-generation peas
were picked from the offspring plants (package ,#6).

03-22. What features do you predict the second-generation
peas in package #6 will have? (Include a ratio.)

ACTIVITY 3-5. Open package #6 and examine the seeds.
Answer questions 3-23 through 3-27_ Then replace the peas
In package #6, close It, and return it to the supply area.

-0343. -Record the number of smooth and the number of
wrinkled seeds.

03-24. What is the rounded-off Tatio of smooth seeds to-.-
wrinkled seeds?

03-25. How do your obServations compare with thie predic-
tion you made in question 3-22?

03-26. How does thiS ratio compare with the ratio Of seed
color you found in the second-generation beans? (See Table
2-1.)

03-27. In what way do beans tnd peas follow a similar
pattern of inheritance?

NAP

CHAPTER 3 39
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Your observations on the inheritance of seed shape and
color in beans and peas show that information about particu-
lar features is somehow passed from parents to offpring. The
message seems to have been communicated like this:

I. When rwo .individuins of the 'Same pure strain arc
crossed, all offspring should look like the parents.

2. When two individuals of different pure strains arc
crossed, the offspring should resemble onel arent but
not the other.

3. Second:generation offspring of parehts of wo different
pure strains should look like eiter strain, but the fea-
tures of one strain show up three times as often as those
of the other.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

You have found a similar pattern in beans and peas. DOes
toss pattern hold true for other plants, too? Let's see!

Pick up three petri dishes of_sprouted tob.acco seeds. Count
the number of shoots of the two colors you see (green and
white). These plants came from seeds of second-generation
plants. Figure 3-6 diagrarns_the crosses that were made.

Figure 3-8

7

X Pure-strain parent

1

4/ 4/

Pure-straln parent

First-generation plant First-generatlon plant

t.

let it ty'vt,

Seconct-oeneratIon 'Manta(11lose la your petricusnes)
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Let's asstine that tobacco plants follow the same pattern
of inheritance as beans and peas.

Try working backward from the second-generation plants
in the pctri dishes to predict the color,of the first-generation
and of the pure-strain parents. In your Record Book, drair
up a .tablc of your predictions.

Easily sccn features of pea seeds anlri tobacco seeds have
taught you still more about inheritance. In the next chapter,
you'll be-asked to develop a model to exphtin the pattern
that you haye seen here. If you like a challenge, you might
try to think of your own model now. If you've corne up Writh
what you thin,k is a good one, describe it your Record
Book. Later you can check to see how good it really is..

Reminder Doil't forget to watch your fruit flies daily. Before
going on, check your calendar to see where you' a}e in your
fruit-fly experiments.

Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 3 in your Record
Book.

Ltr
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\Bits of Information Chapter 4

Your observations have shown that parent peas, beans, and
corn plants all pass features to their offspring in the same
way. In this chapter your problem will be to develop a model
with which to explain the pattern you have found. .a.

Let's start by summing up what you saw in the bean seed
experiment.,

I. Each parent plant- had beans with a distinctive color.
One pure-strain bean parent had brown beans, and the
other pure strain bean,,parent had white beans.

2. Only one. eed color Ilio,Wed up.in the first generation;
all the beans of the first generation were brown.

3. In the second generation, both seed colors appeared
again. Some second-generation plants had brown beans
and others had white beans:

4. In the second generation, the ratio of colors was three'
brown beans to one white bean. .

Pure-strain
brown

Brown

Pure-strain
white

4,

Brown

Parente

Flrit generation

White

Second
generation

J'1' -r-,

1'1
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Figure 4-1
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04-1. For what 'feature did the peas you studied follow a
pattern similar to the one shown in Figure 4-1?

The model you develop for how parents pass on their
features must explain why the bean experiment turned outas it did. More than that, it should enable you to predict
the features of the offspring of other kinds of plants and
animals.

You may already .have decided that a message anit deter-
mines the features of the offspring is somehow sent from
parents to their offspring. Let's assume that this is true, andcall this message a 11)it of information."

Let's assume that offspring get all their bits of information
from their parents: In other words,,a brown bean is a brownbean because it got a bit of information that says "Form
brown color" from either one or both parent plants:A white
bean has a bit of inforniation that says "Form while color,"
which was passed to it from one.or both of its parents.

As you should know by now, in building a model you canmake any alumptions that seem reasonable. In building your
model, you cOuld assume that every individual receives fromhiS parents one, 'To, three . . . or more bits of information
for each feature. laut the scientist always tries to build the
simplest model that will explain his observations.

The simplest model obviously assumes that each individual .has just one bit of information for each o.f it.s, features. The\ bit of information was passed along from one.parent or the
\\_sother. Let's see how well this simple model explains, the

pattern you've seen 'in, the ob'servations you've made.
. According to,this one-bit Model, brown beans received one
bit of information for brownness, and -this is what makes
them brown. White beans, on the other hand, got a bit of
information for whiteness.

1\1,11g.0)
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To help you understand the way this model works, you
will use plastic squares to represent bits of information. A
brown square will reptesent a bit of information that says
-Form brown." Likewise, a colorless square will represent
a bit of information that says -Form white."

Pick up these materials from the supply arm
2 paper bags
1 brown square
I colorless square

Draw one square
from elfher'pne of the bags.

ACTIVITY 4-1. Place the brown .square In one bag and the
colorless square In the other bag. Each bag now represents
one pure-strain parent. Draw one square from either one of
the bags. The square represents the bit of Information passed
on to a first-generation offspring.

Figure 4-2B .reviews what happened when you crossed
plants grown from pure-strain brown beatis with plants grown
from pure-strain white beans. Figure 4-2A shows what you
know about the bits of information involved.

Use the one-bit model to answer the next five questions
about the experiment shown in Figure 4-2:

Figure 4-2A

Brown bit
of information

ht44

Pure-strain
parent #1 \si

White bit
of information

H
First generation

? b'its of information

Pure strain
parent #2

a

Figure 4-28 -4

Pure-strain
parent .#1

41
Brown

Th

Pure-strain
parent #2

First generation

Brown

White
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Figure 4-3
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04-2. What bit of information for seed color did the pure-strain parent #1 have?

04-3, 'What bit of information for seed color.did the pure-.strain parent #2 have?

04-4. What color were all the first-generation beans?
04-5_ In Activity 4-1, what color square (bit) did you pickfrom one of the bags (parents)?
04-6. What color square_.(bit) would you have to pick inoKler to produce the first-generatitm bean shown in Figure

. 4-2B?

04-7. According to the one-bit model, did the first-gen-eration beans get their bit of information for color fromparent #1 or parent #2?

The one-bit model explains the first generation only if.you
assume that all the first-generation offspring received a bit
of information Tor brown. This bit would have had to comefrom. parent # I_ .

04-8. Why couldn't parent #2 have supplied a brown bitof information?

Parent #2 had only bits of information for white..lt ap-
parently contributed no bits to its offspring.

Now let's try to apply the one-bit model to what youobserved in the second generation. Figure 4-3 reviews thatexperiment.

FIrst-generetIon parent First-generation parent

Brown

Second-crop plants

4

Brown

101 0
3 Brown to 1 WhIte

0
%, #4 41 r

IY 104 *Fe,.
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Let's use the one-bit model to see we can duplicate the
results of the experiment.

ACTIVITY 4-2. Place one brown square In each of the two
bags. Each bag now represents one first-generation plant.

. Draw one square from either- one of the bags_ Each square
ropresents a bit !Mit cjtild be,ipassed on to a second-genera-
tion offspring.

Draw one square,
from either one of Vie ha s.-

04-9. If you continue to draw squares (bits of information)
from either .bag (parent), what color squaire will you always
draw?

14,

0440. Using the .061)4 model, .how can you explain the
reappearance of the white beans in the second generation
(see Figure 4-3)?

&-

PR OBL E M BREAK 4-1

"If you were able to use the one-bit model at all to explain
why white beans. showed up in the second generation, yon
probably had to make some pretty strange assumptions.
.When this happens, it's a good idea to search for a more
useful _model. The rest of this chapter help you to do
this, but first you have .a chance to %yak on your own. Try
to develop a "bit-Of-information model" that will explain the
four points listed on page 43. In buildMg your model, assume
that,. different numbers of bits of information are passed
along. Then decide which number of bits works best. Spend
up to one full day with this, and describe in your Record
ttook the best explanation that you can come, up with.

f-;
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Perhaps your model will do the job; perhaps not. But one
thing is sure. The one-bit model is in trouble. Let's look at
the next sinipkst possibilitya two-bit model.

A TWO-B1T MODEL For this moAel, yo.0 will assume two things: (1) every indi-
vidual has two bits of information for each feature, and (2)
one bit for each feature is passed from each parent to its
offspring. To make it -easy to understand what is happening,
you twill again use the plastic squares. This time you will
need two' brown and two colorless squares.

Let's 'try to us this' two-bit model to explain the experi-
ment reviewed in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.

RerilbTber thilt pure-strain brown-bea ). plants crossed
with similar plants afftys produced brown beans,. This makes
it reasonable to suqose the pure-strain brown-bean plants
can pass along bits of information for brown Only. Similarly,
pure-strain white beans must pass along only bits of infor-
mation for white.

ACTNITY Place two brown squares In one bag and two
colorless squares In the other bag. Each bag nOw represnts
one pure-straln parent. Draw one square from each bag. Stack
the two squares together. These two squares represent one
offsprjng.

Draw one equate .

from each bag.

If you followed the ,directions correctly, you got one .brown
and one colorless square. The squares represent the bits of
information that the offspring received from its pure-strain
brown-bean parent and its pure-strain- white-bean parent.

04-11. What is the only combination of bits of information
(squares) you can get by selecting one bit from each bag?

I %:V., 1,4 41,-.44-,:- '-4'
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-tYou now have an i teresting problem_ You know that the
offspring from the cr Ss of a pure-strain brown-bean plant
and a pure-strain white-bean plant wore all brown (see
Figure 4-2B). Yet your two-bit model suggests that each of
these offspring received a bit of information for.white from
its white parent. Why didn't the white bit show up?

04-12. Ari assumptiOn about the bits of information can
explain why only brown beans showed up in the first genera-
tion. What is that assumption?

Perhaps you had trouble with question 4-12. If so, an
activity with the squares may help you out.

ACTIVITY 4-4. Place one brown square and one colorless
square In a stack as shown.. Hold the stack up to the light
and look through It.

E)413. What is the overall color of the two-square stack?

04-14 What assumption about bits of information does this
suggest to explain Wily only broWn beans showed up in the
fif§t generation?

Important assumption

Suppose we make an important assumption about in-
herited bits of informationthe bit 'of information for brOwn
can mask the bit of information for white. This means that
a plant with one bit of information for brown and one bit
of ihformation for white would produce only brown beans.

' N;
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Use your two-bit model, including the, new assumption,
to answer the next two questions.

04-15; What bits of information would offspring get front--
a cross of pure-Strain brown-bean plants and pure-strain
white-bean plants?

0448. Assuming that the brown bit of information canmask the white bit of:information, what color(s) would you
owed the first,generation beans .to be?

04-17. What color were
-Figure 4-28)?

So.far, so good. But what about the second crop? You will
remember that this is what happened when the first-genera-tion plants were crossed:

3 brown and 1 white
in second generation

Can these results be explained by the two-bit model? Let'stry an experiment to find out.

04-18. What combination of two squares represented thebits of information of the first-generation offspring?\;
ing are also the second-genera-

tion parents (see. Figure ). Let's see what would haPpenif beans from two suck parents were planted and a second
generation produced.

ACTIVITY 4-5. Place one brown square and one colorless
square In one bag (parent #1). Place one brown square and
one colorless square In the second bag (parent *2).

These two bags now re-present the parents of the secOnd
generation. Remeniber that -each'squaie stands for a 'bit of
information.

.+41-.1;4;414,0ti.14.1*04 i



04-19. AccOrd.ing to the two-bit model, how many squares
should You take from each bag to produce 'a second-
generation offspring?

Well, now you have another prOblem. Each one of this
pair of parents htts two different bits of information. But only
one bit can be passed along to the offspring, from each par-
ent. The question is; `=-Which one?"-

Once again you can use the "keep it simple" rule of model
building. About the simplest answer to the "which one"
question is "either one." That is, you can assume (The bit
has as much chance of being passed on as the other.

In a moment, you will, blindly select one square (bit of
information) from each bag. Either square in each bag has
the same chance of being selected.

04-20. Place a check mark in your Record Book next to
each combination of squares listed below that you could pick..

'Two brown, squares
One brown square and one colorless square
Two colorless squares

ACTIVITY 4-6. Without looking, reach in and take one square
from each. bag. Indicate with a check mark in Table 4-1 in
your Record Book the combination of squares you got. Return
each square to the bag from which it came. Shake the bags
and repeat Me procedure at least 60 times.

Note ' The success of this activity depends upon your honesty.. . , -.

._.It may be pôssible _to tell the .squares apart by. the IT), the),
feel. Do not let this inflUence you. Thke the first square you
touch each time. ,

CHAPTtR 4 514
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Sixty trials may sccm like a lot. You might think that two
or three times 'would be enough. A little later you will see
why so many trials arc necessary.

Table 4-1

COMBINATIONS OF SQUARES IN SECOND GENERATION,

2 Brown
I Brown

I Colorless

.

2 Colorless

Chcck
marks -.

,
. Totals .

Use the data in Table 4-1 to complete Table 4,2. Remem-
ber that each pair Qf squares represents a second-generation
offspring.. Remeinber also that brown bits can mask white
,bits:

Table 4-2

r
,I, 4P

'Number of
Brown-seed
Offspring

_

Number of
White-seed
Offspring

Total

Rough
ratio

_

1Rounded-off
ratio

_

to
I

.

,

-

i

' - " ,' .t,

04-21. How dOes the ratio of brown to white in Table 4-2-
compare with the color ratio you actually found earlier (Table --
2- 1)? rt

, Did you find three combinations of bits for brown beans
for every one resulting in white? If you did not, -check over
your work..

Well, the two-bit model should have passed the test fairly
well. It accounts for the observations you've made. To be
sure that you are clear on what your model .says, let's try

CHAPTER 4 to state it clearly.,
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Reviewthg the wo-bit model

ANYBODY
GIVE ME
TWO BITS
FOR THIS

BEAN ?

1. Every indi nal- has two bits of informatio r each
feature; the individual's appearance depends on what

. those bits are.
2. During reproduction, each parent passes to its offspring

sone bit of information for each feature. This gives the
offspring its two bits for each feature.

.3. Chance determines .which of the two bits for a feature
is passed from parent to offspring.

4. If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may mask the other.

Your two-bit model is very much like the one now used
by scientists. A bit of information has been gotten as to what
these bits of information are like and where they are located.
The story of how this information was gotten is quite inter-)esting. When you get to Chapter 6,. haNie a chance.to-7 do Excursion .8-1, wilich will tell you a bit more about itand about bits, too. If you're really irtterested, you might wantto take a look at this exeursion now.

PROBLEM BREAK 4-2

The two-bit model ex'plained nicely Your earlier. observa-
tions bf bean seeds. 131.it remember that a good model willhelp you to prdlict as well as to explain. Can the two-bit
model predict as wen as eplain? Let's see.

The results of three crosses with bean plants are drawn
on page.54. For two of the' crosses, the offspring's beans havetiot been described. It is up to you to' use the two-bit model
to -predict what color the offspring's beans will be. Discuss

.yOUr results with your teacher, your classmates;or both. Writein 'your Record Book a brief description of how you used
the model to predict the bean colors.

4:*

6 6
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Bean Cro #1
Pure-strain Puro-strain
white-bean X brown bean

parent parent

Bean Cross *2

Brown-bean Pure-strain ,

first generation X white bean
plant plant

Bain Cross *3

Brown-bean Xfirst generation
plant

Pure-straln
brown bean

plant

IA

MED
Mb

f

Brown-bean
f r st generation

plants

? bean plants

? bean plants

Hint In solving the problems, you may.want to set up expqi-
merits like the ones shown in Activities 4-5 and 4-.6.

PROBLEM BREAK 4-3

Will otherb models. work. M well as your two-bit model?
Here's'your chance to fintl ouj. You.may test as many models
as you like, but do not spend .fnore than one period on this
activity.-As a stall, you might_try a three-bit model; then,-v

a four:bit model; and so on.
First, insert some number other than one or Iwo in the

model description give below. (You've already ,used those.)
fhen try to use, the n w model tO explain your bean-seed
observations..besctibe t e results in your- Record Book and,state whethet -or not the nevki model is a good one:

\ -
I. Each individual has bit§ of information for each

feature; the individual's appearance depends upon what
those bits are.

2. During reproduction, each parent passes bit(s)
of information for each feature to its offspring. This
gives,the offspring its bits.

3. Chance determines which bits are passed from parent'
. to offspting.

4. 'Saw bits of information may-mask other bits of infor-
mation.

1" s
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Suppose you were givcn some brown bean seeds but were
told nothing about their parents. flow would you know
whether or not they were a pure strain? Could the two-hit
model 'be used to explain the background of these. seeds?
Let's find out.

According to the two-bit model, a plant may carry bits
of informkon that don't show, because, one bit of informa-
tion may mask another bit of in-formation. SeienfVtS find a
test cross useful in finding out if organisms have "invisible"
bits of inforqtation.

En a test cross, yoy_Lor ,ss/the unknown plant with a known
plant Let us,consider the unicnown plant first. lf you were

.given some brown seeds, they could have either of two possi-
ble sets of bits. They could be either: /-

111.
Pure impure (01* bit -tockrown,
(Two bits for brown) one (or white)

Let's see what would happen if you planted one of the
brown seeds and crossed the new plant with a pure-strain
brown plant.

Figure.4-5A shdws what the offspring would be like if the
unknown s9,edbad iwo bits of information for "Form
brown." F ure4-513 shows what the OffsOing would be lie
if the unk own seed had one bit of information .for "Fo
brown" and another for "Form white:'
Figure 4-5A , ,- Figure 4-5)3

impure
"unknown"

TEST CROSS

Figure 4-4

Pure-strain
bro*n bean

't

Gs

Ail brown-seed offspring

5',47 ..t
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If you wiMi, you can teist the two croses shown in Figures
4-5A and 4-5.B with the plastic squares and bags.

[1)4-2. What)color seeds resulted from both crosses?

"04-23. Does the cross shown in Figures 4-5A and 4-5B tell
'you whether your (mknown seed as pure or impure?

Explain.why a pure-strain brown-bean plant is' not
Vegood, plant to use in a test cross.

Obviously, you have to make some other type .of 'cross.
Figure 4-6 shows such a cross; plants grown from unkriown
seeds are crossed with :plants known to be, pure strain for
whitgSeedt.

Flgtire 4-6

(D4-25. What color seeds resulted from the two Crosses?-

04-26. Compare your answers for questions 4-22 and 4-,25.
How do they differ?

04-27. How could you use a cross like,
1

this to t
,./your unknown seed was p* or imphre?

, 1:114-28- EXplain why a pure-strain white-bean plant-and riOt
a-pure-strain brown-bean pliKmustbe used in a test cross.

04-29. What ratios'are 'found in a test cross using a.pure-
strain white bean?

No'w you should tackle ProbleM Weak 4-4 to,see how well .

yOu understand the idea of a "test cross,. ('

ether'
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PROBLEM BREAK 4-4

Suppose you were given some smooth pea seeds but were
told nothing about their parent plants. How could you find
out whether they are pure strain or not? Describe your ex-
periment in your Record Book.

-Ratios, ratios, ratios. You either have to be tired.of them
by now or very suspicious. Aren't you suspicious of the 3-to-1
ratio that keeps showing up in peas, beans, and tobacco
plants? A scientiSt rarely accepts a fact without proof. If you
would like proof of why certain ratios keep reappearing, turn
to Excur4ion 4-1, "Don't Flip,over This."

,Reminder Don't forget to watch _your fruit flies daily. Before
gointon, check your planning chart to see yhere you are in
your fruit:fly experiment.

Before going Con, do Self-Evaluation 4 In your Record
Book.

/.

4*:(01111;1 'i1OI
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Either Heads or Tails Chapter 5

It's time to take a good look at where yOu've been and where
you're going. It's taken you four chapters to develop your
"two-bit model." The hvo-bit model you've built assumes
that:

1. Each individual has gotten from its parents two bits of
information for each feature.

2. During reproditction, each parent passes to''its offspring
one bit of informatia for each feature.

3. Chance determines which of the two bits is passed from
parent to offspring.

4_ If an individual receives two different bits of informa-
tion for a feature, one bit may mask the other.

1"j

I

The model seems to work with pea seeds, bean seeds, and
tobacco plants, and you will soon be finding out if it works
with fruit flies. But can, the model help to explain how human
parents pass their features on to their children? Let's try to
find out.

First, you'll study the ability of people to taste a harmless
chemical called PTC (phenylthiocarbamide). To begin the
experiment, you will need four or five strips of paper' that
have been soaked in PTC.

4
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ACTIVITY 5-1, Put a piece of PTC paper into your mouth and
chew it. Have several of your Classmates chew PTC paper_
Also, check with any others who have already chewed PTC.

1.

44'

p.

60 CHAPTER 5

U5-1. If anyone could taste the pTC, how do they describe
the taste?

05-2. How did those who could not taste FTC describe their
experience?

lf anyone got a different taste from the others, de-
scribe it.

054. Every student might have chewed something to pro-
vide a control for this experiment. What was it?-'(Go -ahead
and have them do it as a check, if you wish.)

As you have just discovered, some people can taste PTC
and some cannot. Figure 5-1 shows the response to PTC
among members 'of a make-believe. famiiythe 'Smith fam-
ily. Look it...over carefully. Notice that the chart shows
whether or not each family member could taste PTC. It also
shows how all of the family members are related to one
another.

1)1
. Now let's try to use the two-bit model to explai44 the Smith
family data. The description of the model on pAge 59 may
'k)e helpful as you answer the next:few questions.

Begin by looking at Grandfather Smith and Grandmother
Smith. One is a taster, and the other one is a nontaster. They
bad four children.

hol,t
,

rick?.
r

r
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Grandfather Smith
Taster

Grandmother Smith
Nontastor

0 0
Grandfather Jones

Nontastor

0 0
Grandmother Jonas

Nontastor

0 0

TedSmIth FredSmilh MaiySmith JohnSmith SaraJedes MarryJonea TomJones

00. 00 00 00Taster Taster Taster Ta

1

ster Nontastor Nontaster Nontastor0000 00

. Figure .5:1

Sam Smith
Taster

Jane Smith
Nontastor

Mike Smith
Taster

Sally Smith
Nontastor0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

05-5. Suppose you assume that the two bits of information
for tasting PTC are "taste" and "nontaste." Which of these
bits seems to do the masking, and which is masked? Look
at statement 4 bf the two-bit model on page 59 before an-
swering.

Scientists usually call the bit for the feature that does the
masking the dominant bit. The bit for the feature that is

masked is usually called the recegive bit., Usnally they use
a capital letter, such as T, to represent the dominant bit and
a small letter (like t) for the recessive bit.

Under each name in Figure 5-1 in your Record Book are
two circles. The circles represent the two bits of information
of that person for taster or nontaster. Assuming that T stands
for the taster bit and t for the nontaster bit, you are, to
properly label each -circle with a T or a t. Your answers to
questions 5-6 through 5-9 may be 'of help'to you.

According tp your two-bit model, every member of the
Smith family has to have two bits of information for tasting
PTC.

ED5-6.- Which two bits (T or t) must every nontaster have?
Why?

Use the correct letters to label the bits (circles) of all the
nontasters in Figure 571 in your Record Book. CHAPTER 5 61
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05-7. Tasters might have either of two combinations of two
bits. What are the two combinations?

05-8. What two bits of information for taste does John
Smith have?

In answering the last question, you can be sure that John
Smith has at least one hit for taste (T) because he is a taster.
But it is not so easy to decide what John's second bit of
information is. For a clue, you should look back at the fea-
tures of his parents.-

05-9. You should have no trouble figuring out what two
letters to use for all the tasters in Figure 5-1 except for
Grandfather Smith. Suppose you found out that all of
Grandfather Smith's brothers and sisters had been tasters.
What two letters would you give Grandfather Smith?

Write in the proper letters for all th.e tasters in Figure 5-1
in your Record Book.

-Have you ever looked closely at people's ears? No! Weil,
here's your chance. Ears come with either attached lobes or
unattached lobes. Figure 5-2 shows the diCference between
the two.

Although it's not always easy to tell whether a person'S
ear lobes are attached or unattached (some people have oneFigure 5-2 of each), you can usually decide one way or the other.

. ti.5
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A few years ago, Dr_ A. S. Wiener of New York. City
checked the members of a hr-rge family to Iind onit if their
ear lobes wertattached or unattached. Figure 5-3 shows what
he found. Jn the figure, squares represent men and boys, and
circles represent women and girls. Blackened circles or
squares indicate unattached ear lobes. Those with no shading
represent people with attached lobes. Study t.he chart care-
fully.

Figure 5-3

Parents

Children

Grandparents

Parent A

11-411 FIO
Parent 8

Child A

= Female with unattached ear lobes

E.
Child B

= Male with unatt-ached ear lobes

= Female with attached ear lobes = Male with attached ear lobes

5-10. Look at Child A.. Explain why you thin.k parent A
is a pure strain for unattached ear lobes or not.

05-11. What evidence do you find in Figure 5-3 thht one
bit of information masks another?

05-12. According to the two-bit model, what two bits does
parent B. probably have? What two bits does child. B have?

05-13. Explain your answer to question 5-12.

Another either-or human feature that is easy to study is how
well pople can roll their tongue. It's kind of fun to get data
on this. To get the data: you will need to work with a.partner.

7 6
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Figure 5-4

ACTIVITY 5-2. Stick out your tongue and try to roll your
tongue as shown.

05-14. Are you a tongue roller?

Collect data from your classmates. Ask them to roll 'their
tongues for you.

05-15. flow mit.ny of your classmates can roll their tongues?
05-18. -low many of your classmates cannot roll their
tongues?.

Figure 5-4 diagrams the way tongue roiling is inherited
in the Johnson family. Look it over carefully. Once again,
squares stand for boys and men and circles stand for girls
and women. 'Blackened tircies and squares represent pegple
who can roll .their tongues. White circles and squares stand
for peOple who cannot.

Grandparents

Stew Lois John Eloise Steve Mark

Hannah Marsha Kit

`1",;"'

4,..

Parents

Sandy Daniel Nancy Bill

Children

3404



The next few questions deal with the bits of information
of the people shown in Figure 5-4. In answering the question,
let the letter T stand for the tongue-rolhng bit and the letter
t for the non-tongue-rolling bit You can also assume that
T masks t.

05-17. What bits of information does Stew Johnson proba-
bly have?

E) 5-18_ What bits does Mark Johnson probably have?

[5-19_ Why did you answer question 5-18 as you did?

EI5-20. What bits of information does Sharon Johnson
probably have?

Well, by now yoti should have come to the conclusion that
the two-bit model works quite well for human features as
well as for those in plants like beans and peas. The problem
breaks that follow will give you the chance to find out if
it works foil your features and your friends' features, too.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

Listed below are several common features of people. You
are to select one feature from the list-for study. YourAroblem
will be to make a chart like the one shown in Figure 5-3
for your own or a classmate's family. The chart should sho*
how grandparents, parents, and children looked in terms of
the feature you pick.

Not everyone knows enough about his 'relatives to make
a chart like Figure 5-3. Your biggest problem may be to find
someone who does. As a hint, family photographs ae often
a good source for information of this kind.

When your chart is complete, you are to use the two-bit
model to explain what you find. The chart and your descrip-
tion of how the two-bit model applies to it should be recorded
in your Record Book.

I. Hitchhiker's thumb. If a person can bend the tip of his
thumb so that it forms a greater than 45° angle with
the rest of the thumb, classify it as a hitchhiker's thumb.

2. Pimples. A 'dimple is a "dent" in either the cheek or
the chip.

17-'
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3. Widow's peak. The hairline across the forehead may be
either straight or pointed downward in the center. This
point is called a "widow's peak."

4. Gap between teeth. Some people have a gap between
.their center upper, teeth. Usually a sniall piece of their
gum sticks down between the tgeth. Other people's teeth
are close enough to touch each other.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-2

Now here's your chance to make a chart for your own
familyusing the tongue-rolling feature. Test as many mem-
bers of your family as you can for the tongue-rolling feature.
Record your findings in a table in your Record Book. If any
of your brothers or sisters are married and have children,
you can continue the family tree downward. If you can get
data on your grandparents, you can continue your tree up-
ward.

Note lf you do not live ,with your* family, get' data from a
neighbor, frierid, or classmate. ".

When you have all the informatiop you can get, 'draw a
chart forytongue rolling. Remernber that your chart 'should
show the relitionship between family memberS as 'well as
whether they are rollers or nonrollers.
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When your chart is complete, see if you got- the same
pattern as that shown in Figure 5-4. ou may also want to
look at the family trees of your classmates to see if there
arc pattern-s different from yours. Keep in mind that the bit
of information for tongue rollers (T) is dominant and the
ortc for nonrollers (t) is recessive.

By now you may he quite confident of your two-bit model.
It seems to have worked qvite well for the activities so far.
But up to now you havelooked Only at the inheritance of
single features: in the next chapter, you'll have another
chance to practice using your model. This time, thoUgh, you
will look at the inheritance of several features at the same
time.

Reminder Don't forget to watch your fruit flies daily. Before
_

going on, check your calendar to see where you( are in your
filtit-fly experiments..

Before going on,. do Self-Evaluation 5 in your Record
Book.

>

s
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Meet he Ninsect

Welt the twO-bit model seems to work with people as well
as with beans, peas, and fruit flies. You can use it to predict
things like ear-lobe shape just as-well as to predict bean color
or roughness in peas.

But so far you've been studying just one feature at a time.
Plants and animals pass_ on a lot of features to their offspring.
\Val the two-bit model work when you try to follow.several
features at the Same time? That is what you'll try to find
out next..

Have you ever seen creatures like the ones shown in Figure
64? Probably not, because they are make-believe beasts. We
invented them to give you another animal that's fairly easy
to study. They are called "ninsects." Your problem wi1 be
to make an imaginary mating Qf a pair of ninsects and to
try to predict what the offspring will look like; but first let's
check the features that make up a ninsect.

Figure 6-1

Take a close look m the two ninsects in Figure 6-1. Try
to find eight differences in the features of the two. in your
Record Book; list the differences that you find.

Chap p 6
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06-1; According to L h e two-bit model, what causes the two
nins'ec4 shown to look so different?

In a moment you Tvill be asked to make two ninsects and
to predict the feature.s or their offspring. The eight features
th.at you will study-are the onKs that-make the two ninsects.4.

. . -

in Fi Vire 6--I look so different_ To he sure that you caught
\ theiniall, ta.e a look at Figure 6-2.-- \. ,..t.

. /.:, .7 / ,7, Wing palletm
' (Plairi or skated)

B. Wing size

1
(large or small)

Antenna
(streight or curl )-

4.. Stinger
(present or absent)

5. Leg iengt
(tong or sho

,c.---

--

According to IheAwo-;l9i0model, eiery riinsecthas two bits -

of infOrmatiim for .6aCh -fratbre Shown.
1

,i ._

ye, .

Q6-2: Altogether, how many bits must .each ninsect have for
all eigh .fe4iiges?

4 .,

, The MOM assumes that each ninsect gets one bit for each
--of the eight Qatures. from each,parent:

,

-

70 5. CHAPT,FR
6-3: Xltogether, how many bits does eh parent pass to,

its offspring?.
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Cheek your answers to questions 6-2 and 6-) by fuming
your book upside down and reading the bouom of this p-age.
If your answers Wtre not correct, you'd better review Chapter
4 before _going on.

Okdy, now you're ready -to mate- a pair of ninsccts. To do
this, you will need any two of the punched "parent" car*
that are in a stackin the supply area, and a plastic ninsect
guide card.

Lay the two punched cards on the desk before you. Notice
that' eigV groups of holes have been punched in each card.
The,igroups of holes in one of the cards repres,ent a set of
eighi bits of information from one ninsect parent. The groups
61 holes in the second card stand for,tbe eight bits from a
second parent. Your job will be to figure out who-kind of
ninsect offspring would result from (his combination of six-
teen bits of information:-

"(ACTIVITY V1. Slide the plastic guide card over one of your
pUnched.cards as shown. No9ce that each group of holes
represents a' bit for one feature,Notice also that,some holes
fall on the rY line and others on'the d line_

Slide plastic guide
over card I.

Bottom row

'Top row

PLAYING THE GAME
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: fable 6-1

Now use the plastic guide card to "read- the two punched
cards (the bits from the .two parents). Table 6-1 in your
Record Book gives you a place to describe the hits of infor-
mation that are punched into each of the parent cards.J...cave
the Appearance of Offspring column blank for now.

, Fcatu r

Bits of Information

Paient (card)

D or d
App"r-

ance

Parent (card) #2

Appear-
D or d ance

Appearance of
Ninsect Mt-spring

Eye colOr
[black (D) or wh (d))
Body color
[striped (D) or plain (d))
Body shape
[chunky (D.) or slender (d)1
Stinger
[pit...sent (D) or a.bsent (d))
Leg length
[long (0) or short (d)]
Antenna

/ [straight (D) or curly (d))
Wing pattern

(D) or spotted (d))
Wing size
[large (D) or small (d))

t,

a

7.2 'CHAPTER 6

-1 What the offspring will look like-depends upon the bits
ot Information it gets from its parents. As you complete the
right-hand column in Table 6-1, remember .D features always

. mask d features. If one parent's bit is D black and the other's
is d white, the 'offspring will show the dominant feature.

06-4. WhichMit is dominant, 17) black or cl white?

You have no problem when. the bits rpm both parents
are the same. If both parents ass bn th bit ,D black, that
is what yourninsect inherits. If both pass %I d white, your
ninsect inherits d white. Osing what S,ou/have learned about
dominant. and recessive i-e.atures, .cOnplete the right-hand
column in Table 6-1.

,

*7
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ACTIVITY 6-2_ Using the informatIon in the right-hand column
of Table 6-1, pick the body pieces you need from the box of
nInsect parts in the supply area. Then build your ninsect4

tit offspring.

Egc-:2f

1)1

ACTIVITY 6-1 Attach.a paper clip to each of the twb parent
cards you.Just used. Set these cards liear the ninsect you Just
constructed_

IJI3111111
',KAMM%

ACTIVITY 6-4. Pick two more parent cards from the stack in
's the supply area.

Card 3 --------- CHAPTER 6 73
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These two new cards will give you the bits of information
for the parents of a second offspring. Read thc information
for each feature from both cards and record these data under
the Parent columns in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2 Complete the right-hand column in Table 6-2.

Feature

bits of informatton

Parent (card) Parent (card) -#2

D or d
Appear-

ancc I) or d
Appear-

ance
Appearance of

Ninsect Offspring

Eye color
(black (D) or white OA
Body color
(striped (0) or plain (d))
Body shape .

(chunky (0) or slender (d))
Stipger
(present (0) or absent (d))
Leg tength
(long (D) or short (d))
Antenna
Istraight (D) or curly OA
'Wing pattern
tplain (0) or spotted (d))
Wing size
[large (D) or small (d))

74

ACTIVITY 6-5. Build your second ninsect by picking the right
body Pieces from the box in (he supply area. Place this ninsect
otfspring next to your first offspring.

s tO:Fj4A',"
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Car4 I Card 2 Card 3 Card 4

AcTIVITY 6-6. Put cards 3 and 4 below the new ninsect.

If your class- period ends before you finish this chapter,
put the ninseet .hody pieces back in the box in the supply
area. But keep your four cards_ Put the catrds in -a sale place
until you can continue. When you start again, you ca,p easily,
rebuild your two ninsects, using the information from Tables
6- l and 6-2. ,

The two ninsecis you just created will soou be_ the proud GETTING A SECOND
parents of four "noffspritig." Your problem is to figure out GENERATION

, what these creatures will. look like and to build a Picttire
of 'each out Of ninsect parts.

The-holes ii the two cards below each soon-to-be-parent
.ninseet tell you what set of bits it got from each of its parents.
Your two-bit model tells you that each new parent ninsect
witl pais along one of these two sets of. bits of informatiod
to each of its noffspring_ But which set of' bits will be passed
to which .noffspring?

_

06-5: What will determine) which'set (card) of bits (holes)
will be passed by each parenyo the first noffspring?

Check-your answer to question -6-5 by turning your book
'upSide dOwn a.nd read* the 6Ottom of this page.

-Sold tuopuui stos pup st!q jo s&trpiof-ot pu t? suottunds
soutinsstr.ppotu ODuenn'ivir mo ws.ddaid ulopuvi

st 'tto pospd oq 01 atiutp funbl uu Sul! is ktzvo onqm
'lOqajo pupi Shill -.tow otn uutp 23tietip pipq suti

latmou put? 'ow) .rnpro oq pinoD 11 opuutp pow?* s!
X.q uo pmd, ?ci iirkA sici jo iS ip!qm -s-go

dt'ft



On: Islineeet Pfmnt

,V51

If you had, trouble, turn back for help to page 51 The
two-bit model is summarized there.

Earlier, you learned that chance determines which bits of
information are passed from a parent to an offspring..This
means that tither set (card) of bits (holes) from one parent
might combine with ei-amr sq(card.) of.bits (holes) from the
other parent .to form a noffspring. Let's.consider what com-.
binations of cards (and bits) are possible. -Take a`dook at
Figure 6-1 ...

06-6_ HoNy maily/pOs,Sible combinatio,ns of sets of bits are
shown in Figure 6-3? ,

Figure 6-3

Other Islinsect Parent

One possible
noffspring_ AT

I I \AnolhO poss.iblo "I I

noffspring 4- I/ I \-..r 1 _

.

. ,Another possible / I I Another possible
noffs-ring C

-

I
noffspring

..-.ACTiVIT/ 6-7. Use the noffspring combination labeled 'filk"in Figure 6-3 to pick out 'two cards. The sets oVOlts on these
two carciS will.cletermine what rioffspring'"A" will look like.

'-
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Let's call the cards with the paper clips attached la and
the other lb. The second set of' cards we will call 2a and
2b. Figure 6-4 illustrates these combinations.

Let's consider what combinations of cards (and bits) are
possible.. Take a look at'Figure 6-5.

la can combine with 2a or 2b.

lh can also combie with 2a Or 2b.

-Another possible noftskring C Another possible noffspcing

ye.

Take the card that y,ou are calling la and combine it with
.card 2a.

A
1 -

ReCora-the informatin for each feature from bothicards.
middle columps di Table 6-1 in your Record took.

Then decide wh'at noifspring "A" looks like and record this
in ihe right-hand coltimn.

Flgpre 6-4

Figure 6-5

r's

."-"/
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Venture

l_lit-, of hilormanon

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

Palen( (card) :,-.4- I Pa i (-lit card ) # 2

0 or d
Appear-

ance D oi d
Appear-

Alice

.Lye color
(black (0) or white ((1)1
Body color
(striped (0) or plarn On
Body shape'4.
(chunky (D) or slender 0)1
Stinger

.

(present (0) or absent (d))
Leg length
(long (0) or short (d))
Antenna
(straight (D) or curly (d)l
Wing pattern
(plain (0) or spotted (d)(
Wing size
[large (D) or small (d)}

.

Table 6-3

Tablo 6-4

Consult Figure 6-5 and combine the cards for noffsprings
"B," "C," and "D." Record these data in Tables 6-4, 6-5,
and 6-6 in your Record Book and complete the right-band
column of each table.

.
j

Feature

Bits of information

Appearance of
Ninscet Offspring

Parent_(card.).# 1 Parent card) #2

D or d
Appear-

ance D or d
Appear-

aince

Eye color
(black (D) or rOlite (cIV,,
Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d)(
Body shape 6

fehunky (ID) or slender (d)1
Stinger
[present (0) or absent (d)}
Leg length
Bong (D) or short OA
,Vitenna
(straight (D) or curly (d)l
Wing pattern
(plain (D) or spotted Id))
Wing-size
(large (1:5) or small (dn. .

c

1:.

. .

.

N

.

,



Table 6-5

Feature

BUs of Information

Parent (card) Parent (card) 2

0 or d
Appear-

ance D or d
APPear-

ance

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

Eye color
(black (D) or white (d)1

Body color
(striped (D) or plain (d)1
Body shape
(chunky (D) or slender (d)f

Stinger
[present (D) or absent (d)(
Leg length
(long (0) or shv (d)1
Antenna
Praight (D) or curly (d)I
Wing pattern
(plain (0) or spotted (d)(
Wing size
[large (0) or small (d)I

Table 6-6

Feature

Bits of Information

Parent (card) Parent (card) #2

0 or d
Appear-
.,ance 0 or d

A pre a r-

anee

Appearance of
Ninsect Offspring

Eye color
(black'(D) or white (d)(

Body color
(striped (0) or plain (d)1 '

Body shape
[chunky (0).or slendr (d)1
Stinger
(present (D) or absent 0,1

Leg length
(long (0) or short,(d)f
Antenna
[straight (0) or eurly,(d)J
Wing pattern

(D) or spotted (ci)I

Wing size
[large (0) or .nia (d)1 s
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A

ACTIVITY 6-8. Construct your four noffspring by selecting theright body pieces 'from the box in the supply area. Place thenoffspring below their parents for comparison.

EI6-7.. in what ways do the features of the noffspring differfrom the features of their parents?
(1] 6-8. How do the noffspring differ from each other? Answerthis by comparing the features of all four- no.ffspring.

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

When you get older,.you'll s'ometirnes wish that you'could
live your whole life over again. You'll think that yob coulddo a betier job of it the second time because you know,so
much more. This i your chance to live a part of it over again
right now. See if you' can get more out of it the seconhime
around.

Play the ninsect garlic one more time. Begin at the pointwhere you randomly selected 'your first two punched cards(page /l). li:epeat that page and continue again to the pageyou are now on. Complete new inheritance.tables to find
out what another set ,of ninsect noffspring look like.

It'should be clear by now how the twO-bit model can helpyou predict the inheritance of features generation after gen-eration. If the process of doing this doesn't become almostsecond nature, repeat the same steps again.



PROBLEM BREAK 6-2

Here's 'a good chance to test your understanding of the
tWo-bit model and of inheritance in ninsects. You'll try to
-predict the features of parent ninsects by obse.rving the fea-
tures of their norrspring. For this activity, you'll need to find
a classmate who is at the same place you arc

ACTIVITY 6-9. Ask your partner to cover up his parent
nInsects. Study his noffspring and try to predict the featuree\
of,thelr parents. He should do the same with ypiiininsects.'

NINSECT PARENTi
? X' ?
44-

? ? ?
NOFFSPRING

Draw a table in' the space provided in your Record
Book. Record your predictions there. When you and your
partner are finished, you sheuld check your predictions by
uncovering the parents. Discuss with him any differences
between, the actual and the predicted features.

Hint: If you have trouble getting started., take- a loo,k at one
feature at a time.

Your two-bit model for inheritance is. very much like the
moder npw used by,scientists. The story of how the two-bit
model was' built in the first place reads like a detective story.
Excursion 6-1, "A Bit More About Bits," tells this story.
Take a look if you are interested.

.. Before going on, do Self-Evaluation 6 in your Record
Book.

I

/
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Problems, Problems, Chabter
Problems

in this.chapter, you will have the chance toiest your model-
building ability_ ir you tOok either the 'seventh- or eighth-
grade-JKS course, you know that models must often be
changed toxplain hew ohwrvations. The two-bit model that
has worke& so ,well up to now will *nply not explain the
observations you'll make next. Your problep will be to adjust
the model so that it

CI G-

rarva%46

'''';14704t8

Before you make you't. obseryations, 'let's review what th
two-bit .model says., You will rethill that it has four parts:

I. Each individual has two bits of info.rmation 'for each
feature. What the individual looks like depends hpori
what those ,bits are.

2. During reproduction, each parent passes on to its off-
spring one, bit of information. for cach feature. This- is
how the offgpring gets its two bits. .

'3. Each of a parent's two bits for'eaeh feature has an equal
chanCe of being passcd from parent to offspring.

4. Wan.individual receives two ditierent bits of informa-
tion for A feature, one bit may mask the other.

Okay, here's your first prob(em. Good luck! A

Two pure-strain-morning glory plants, one with red flowers
and,one with white flowers, produce- four offspring, all with
pink fiowers.

9 6

A

8 3

fl''.' 1.

4,
44
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Pink

Figur* 7-1

I *:(si I1

..01-1APTER 6

Two of th'e ,offspring then produce four more offspring.
(See Figure. 7- f.)

Don't say you weren't warned! You're'probably shaking
your head by now and saying, "Where did those pink flowers
come from?".,The. two-bit model certainly doesn't predict
them. s

ActUally, with a very slight change, your-model 'can explain
the morning glory case. Read through the four points of the
model very carefully until you figure out how yon want to
change it. Remember, however, to keep the change as small
as possible, so that after it'S made, the niodel will still explain
the other situations you've studied.

07-1. Describe a change you can make in statement 4 on
page 83 that will allow .the two-bit model to explain both
the bean data on page 59 and the morning glory data.

did ybu figure out the morning glory problem? It's
actually quite a simple one. If you would, like to find out
whether your solution to the problem agrees with ours, turn
to Excursion 7-1, "Red, White, and Pink.". That excursion
will also help if yOu've- hit a stone wall with the problem;
but don't 'give up until yo`u've. really tried.

Ready for another problem? -Here goes!
Some people are born with a.problem..Their hair istound

to fa'll Out' at sOme point in life) Experiments have .shown
that This tendency toward hardness is passed along from
parents to. offspring. Figure 7-2 shows the history of a family

4
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( in regard to baldness. On the diagram, circles stand for
women and squares stand for men. Black circles and squares
stand for bald people, and white ones stand for nonbald
people.

Look over Figure 7-2 careflitiy. Try to use the" two-bit
model to explain what you see there,

Because the baldness problem is a pretty tough one, you
deserve a hint on how to 'solve it. Here's your hint:

In baldness, the bit of information that does the masking
and the bit thai is masked sometimes switch places. But by
a certain rule about when the switch takes place, you can
mak.e good predictions.

Figure 7:2

wro

07-2. Explain ,how you could change the two-bit mOdel
described on page 83 to make it better ableto explain Figure
7-21

For th,4loment, we're not going to give you any more
help the baldness problem. When you think iyou have

,a solution, talk it over with a classmate. When you are pretty
sure that Your solution works or you can't get any farther,
turn to Excursion 772, "Hair Heirs." That excursion wilI
tell you whether you have a good answer or will help you
find out where ypu went wrong.

Palm readers, crystal-ball gazers, and other fortune tellers
are often -asked to predict whether a -woman will give biith

9 S
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86 CHAPTER 6

to a boy or a gal. They would have a better chance of being
right if they knew something about the sex of other members
oc both families. Sex is an inherited feature, too, as you can
find out by reading Excursion 7-3, "Boy or Girl."

We could happily do without .some of the features we

inherit. Aqd none of us, be we kings or commoners, want
to take the blame for passing on such handicaps as color
blindness or bleeder's disease. To see how these are inherited,
do Excursion 74, "A Royal Prohlern."

Do_you _suppose _ever_y_difference hetween the appearance
of some plants and animals and the appearance of others
of their -own kind can be blamed on/inheritance? Suppose
two plants from the same parent phint, for example, had
different-coloced leaves.What besides inheritance, might ex-
plain this diVrence? Take a look. at Ekcursion 7-5, ''l Won-
der (Vhdre the Coltor Went."

What you look like usually depends on what your parents
look like. F,eawres can be passed .on from generation'eto
generation. But does this always happen? Let's find out. 'Dunn
to Excursion 7-6, "One,.Twd,, Pick-up Sticks."

Are you as you are because of inheritance, or environment?
See Excursion 7-7, "Do Blondes Have More Fun?" for wine
alivities. with this idea.

'Well, thaes it: We hope that you can now give at least
a ipart of an answer to the question 'Why ar yoil you?"
The two-bit modetcan answer many questions about inherit-

,

ance, but as always, there are many more questions'. you )

haven't eve9. asked: Where 'do features come fjom in the first
place? How doefs the offspring change bits of information
from his parents into features? How do such hazards as
atomic radiation, drugs, and pollution affect bits,of informa-
tion? Can a person's bits of information be changed, and,
if so, how should they be chanOd? ....)-

We-opened With a question. Wd are dosing with many
questions. That's science.

.

Before going on, do Sel -Evaluation 7 in your Recottf
Book.' ,

n
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Excursions

Do you like to take trips, to try soniething different, to see
new things?. Excursions can give you the chance. In many
ways they resemt e chapters. But chapters carry the main

i ,-story line. Excursi( s are side trips. They may help you to
, go further, they may help you go into different material, or

they mapjust be;of interest to you. And some excursions are
provided to .help you understand di t,'cult ideas.

Whatever way you get there, after cm+ finish an excursidn.
you should return to your place in the text material and con-

.

linue wall your work. These short trips can be inieresting
, and different.
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More on Offspring Excursion 1-1

Male plants and animals, including the fruit flies that you
will use in this unit, make sperm in their bodies. Female
plants and animals produce eggs. A new plant ornimal
starts developing when a spt;rrn from a male plant or animal
combines with an egg from a female plant of animal of the
same- type. The process of combining is called fertilization.
But since the sperm and the eggs are often in separate bodies
(a boy and a girl, for example), how do the sperm and eggs
get together? Plants and animals have .found similar ways
to make this happen.

In flowering plant;; the sperm are wrapped in a shell. The
shell with the sperrri inside is called a pollen grain. Animals
don't wrap the sperm in a shell. Instead, sperm swim freely
in a fluid.

In plants, pollen inns containing sperm reach the female
parts of the flower'in many ways. Sometimes the grains are
carried by the wind or by insects. Sometimes.the grains just
fall from the male part of a flower Onto the female part of
the flower. But because plants depend upon such things as
the winds and insects to spread pollen, fertilization in plants
often seems very unlikely. Tht same thing is true for some
animals. For example, many male fish just put their sperrn
into the water. Then fertilization- will occur only if these
sperm find the eggs that female fi,sh has dropped elsewhere
into the wate(r.

Many plants.ancl animals have developed ways to increase
the chance that their eggs will be fertilized. Most fiving things

4
produce millions more sperm than eggs. Since it tak8k only

,
. 4 one sperm to fertilize an egg, this means that fertilization

happens quite often. Also, some' plants produce odors or
bright colors.that attract insects. These insects pick p pollen
from one.flower and carry it to the next one they Isit. .Pollen
grains from the first flower fall from the inseci onto the

102
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female part of the second flower. Many male animals put
theirsperm. close to the egg by putting the sperm into the

: bodY of the female. The process of depositing sperm is called
mating.

)

PROBLEM BREAK: FROG SPERM

Check ;Vith your teacher_ to find out if male frogs and a
FnicrOc_o_pe'__are _available)If so,_lie will prepare-a sperm
soluti,dn for,. you. hace a dr>")....t?tf .the_v_e_ruLs.91.ution_.an.. a. .
Micrqscope slide 'arid cover with a cover slip (have your
teacher show you the proper use of a 'microscope first). Then
place .the slide under the microscope and study it under high
power,

Whht enables the frog sperm to move?
Pistil.

ln this unit, the, term cross will be used many times. For
instance, you will Soon be asked to cross two difTorent kinds
of fruit flies. This meanS thaeyou are to let certain male
flies mate with Certain female flies: During this mating, the
sperm from one kind of male fly 'will unite with eggs from

jfandther kind offemale. fly.
What happens 'after the sperm is put near the egg? ln

plants, a short time after the pollen grain lands on a female
part of the plant (this is called the pisiil), it tube grows from
the pollen grain down into the thick base of the plant. This

called the ovary ,and contains the eggs. After growth the
pollen tube reaches'and touches the eggs in the ovary, and
fertilization takes place (see Figure 1). Then the fertilized
egg begins to grow into a new plant.

Whenanimals mate, the male ptits his sperm intq a tube
Inside the female. ThiS tube leads to the eggs. Figure 2
diagrams how this happens in the fruit fly-that you will be
working with:

Once the sperm is inside the female fruit fly, it moves up
the tube until it locates an egg. -Then fertilization occurs.

t Although the male* may put thousands of sperm cells. into
the female, only One sperm cell can fertilize, each egg. After
the fertilized eggs have developed for a short time, the female
fly lays them: The egg then hatches, and the new fly goes
through several stages before it becomes an adult. In-some
animals the.female keeps the fertilized egg in her body -to
develop. She then gives birth to .a -fully developed baby.

4,)14.r e.
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Writing Operational -Excursion 1-2
Definitions

v CI

You are cle,ing this excursion because you need4to know how
to write an operational definition of pure strain_

Operation is the key word to understand. It means action
or activity. An operational definition tells what operations, or
actions, you do to identify or measure the thing being de-
scribed. In other words, it describes -what you -must do to .

tell if y9w1ave the thing being described or to tell hOw much

of ou have. If; after reading'a definition of something,
ou know 'what to do to identify the thing being defined or

how to measure,it, ;then that definition is.an operational one.

OPERATIONAL
DEFINITIONS

For example: "To measure body temperature, you should:

I. put a clinical thermometer under your tongue;
2. leave the thermometer in place for at least two minutes;

and .

3. .record the level of tile mercury column 'in degrees."

As soon aS you have read- the definition above, you .know

exactly how to meaSure body temperature. Thus, the defini-
tion is.an operational definition.

HoV v .fibout this one?
..")\ tree is..a thrge woody plant under whick a person ,can

find aShiCly place to rest:."
This. definition 'of a tiee is. not an operatiOnal definition. s

It does not list the things you must do in order to iOntify
a tree. And it certainly doesn't telt you how to measure 'One, .

2
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92 EXC RSION 1-2

I.'

/-
17- 0.1..Here is a list of definitions, Write in your Record Book,

tbe letters of those that you think are operational definitions.

a. A harner is something 'Used to driVe a nail.
b. To find-the lengt of something, you place a-ruler next

to it with the rilriber zero opposite one end and read
thc number that the other endttf the ruler lines up
with.

_c._. An .e;iper_i_m_0141.Padglic.: th at. _can
changed during an experiment. -

d. To find out how much lime passes, you look at the
hands of a clock twice and determine how far the hands
have moved.

ke. Handedness is dptcrmined by finding out which hand can
cross out the ifiost zeros in thirty seconds.

f. Work is the 1froduct of the force in, ftewtons exerted
on an object and the distance in centimeters through

hich the force acts.

Y u did well if you wrote letters b, .0, , and f.% If yo.0
not list these, you had better go back and reread this

excursion.

s ,` ',' 44

02. Explain'why it and c above are not operational defini-
tions.

01. Give an operational definition for the following words,

a. weight
b. force
C. pure strain

1 0 5
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_ Temperature
and Life'Cycle

>

Excursion 1-

Since 1909, the common fruit fly has been widely -used to
study the way features are pMsed from parents to offspring. -

Scientists have learned more about the laws of heredity from'
working with this tiny insect than from working with any
.other animal.

The fruit fly is ideal for studying heredity because:

-I. It takes _10 to 20 days to, grow from an egg to an adult
fly.

2. Its small size makes it easy to keep alive, to handle,
and AO store. .

3 Fruit flies have features that are easy to observe.
4. One pair of yarent 'flies can pfoduce hundreds -of off-

.spring.

There are .disadvantages to the use of-fruit flies:too. One
is that changes in temperattire -affect howiong it takes a fruit
fly to grow from on egg to an adult.

106
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Here is an experiment that was done by one student. Joyce
obtained 80 offspringfrom the same set of parents. She then
plaCed of the flies in each of eight vials of food. The vials
were kept at eight different temperatures. Here are her data.

pl. Discuss the results of the experiment And write your
conelusions in your Record Book.

Tablit 1

Length-of Life-Cycle Stages (in Days)

Vial Fahrenheit Temp. Larva Pupa
_

Adult

50" .

.
4 - + 6

.-
4

2
k

60° ",
**--

, 3 65° 8-18 18-35 35T40

4 70' 7-16 16-21 21-26-,

5 75° 6-15 - 15-20 20-26

'6 80° 4-8 8-14 14-20

7 850 3-7 7-13 13-17

8 90° * -,

1

' Flies did not survive

. ,r-

EXCURSION 1-3
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A Pyramid/
of Grandparents

By this time you should realize that the two-bit model is a
very good one. With it, you were able to explain the way,
many features are passed from parents to offspring. All you

,had to do was assume that each parent passes one bit ofA.-
information, for each of his featurcs to his offspring, But from
where did 'ihe parent get his bits? That;s whm this excursion
is all aboOt.

Take a look at, Figure 1, he-figure traces one of your
fruit 'flies Iba.ck five generationS.

Mother's side Father's side

Figure 1

Number
in each

generation

Parents 5

Grandparents 4

Oteat-
3grandparents

Great-greet-
grandparents .2

Great-
great-great- ,1

grandparents .

49)A
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D 1. Hd.v., many greargreat-great-grandparents (first genera-
tion) did your fruit fly have?

C:12.. Altogether, how many ancestors did your fly have over
all the generations shown?

Suppose,an earlier' generation were driiwn on Figure 1.:
How many veal-great-great-great-grandparents would be
shown?

__Well, clearly yotix imaginal.), fruit fly .had a lotof ancestors.
With this in mind, let's return to the question with which
this excursion startedwhere do 'bits of information come
from? Try to analyze where each individual in the pyramid
of Figure 1 got his bits of in rmation.

04. Taking one trait such as ye color, did every ancestor
in Figure I contribu e bits o nformation to the eye color of
your fly?

05. If your answer to question 4 is No, what determined
which of the ancestors did contribute?

The pyramid idea can be applied to most plants and ani-
mals, including humans. In fact, you can use it to make some
interesting calculations about your own ancestors. Before you
try, however, you should know that., on the average; chil-
dren's birth 'dates arc twenty-five years after the birth dates
of their parents.-

.

06. Using the twenty-five-year figure and your own birth
date,.about whin were yo'ur great-grandparents born?

07. Using the twenty-five-year figure, how many of your
great-great-great-grandparents. were alive vlien George
Washington was President (1789-1797)?

What determined whether or not you received one or
more bits of information from one of your grea14reat-

. grandparents? I_

The pyramid idea looks rather simple so far. But suppose
," one of your great-great-great-grandparents had a sister who

99. EXCURSION 1-4 in turn produced offspring and becaMe the great-
s__

1
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great-greht-grandparew of someone living today. That
great-great-great-grandparent would become pa rtof another,
separate pyramid. EVen so, that other pyramid would he
related to yours. In fact, that boy or girl could be in your
classroom today. Could this be what is meant' by the!
"brotherhood of man"? '.\,

Let's look at the problem ."Where do bits of information THE

come from?" in another way... This time we'll try 16 find "UPSIDE-DOWN

out what has been happening to the world's population over PYRAMID"
a period of time. Figure 2 gives the data you need_

09. Is the world's populalion going up, or down, through
the years?

[110. What is happening over-a period of time to the rate
at which the population is changing?

Figure 2 points up something rather interesting. if you.had
continued the chart downward, it would have come to a
point. According to this reasoning, everyone has the same
ancestors.

Yar

Figure 2

World population (In

r

1970
,.

3,500

1900
,

'1) 1,500

1800 ' 1,000
I 1

1700

...._.

-COO

1 %

.

1800
. ..

400
..

.

1500
.
.

, .

011.. Assuming that everyone on the/earth has the same
ancestors, what is yo'ur explanation -for why everyone has
ended up with different bi1s of information? EXCURSION 1-4 97
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You might be interested to know that the world's opula-

fion went from about 86 million in 6000 a,c, to about 350
million in A.D. 1500. This was -'an increase roughly 264
million in 7;500 years, Experts now believe the world's popu-
lation will -double between now and the year 2000. This
would be a rise of 3,200 million in only 35. years. This
what the "popmlation explosioti" is all about, Many people
are worried about how 'we will feed and clothe so many

.

k)
12

..44.agagikag-cL.:

012. What is your guess as to why the population is increas-
ing so much faster now than it was earlier?

If you'd like to know more abOut this and related topics,
read Early Mar!, by F. 'Clark Howell, in the Life Nature.
Library (New York: Time-Life Books, 1965).

,-Now let's compare the two ideas you've been thinking
about. Take another look. at Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows
tha-t .the number of ancestors from which 'you might have
gotten bits of information gets-larger and larger as you go
back in time. Figure 2, on the other hand, showys' that the
worldrs population gets smaller and smaller -as 'you go back
in time and suggests thaewe all came froM the same ancestor.

PROBLEM BREAK 1 -;4.

How can these two models be fitted tOgether? How can
the nurOer of everybody's ancestors get larger as you go
back in time, while the population gets smaller? That's your
problem now. Think this problem tht-ough carefully (it's not
easy); then in your Record Book, describe .how you think
the models fit together. Feel free to discuss the problem with
your classmates, your parents, or anyone elSe-.(Good luck!.

a

..
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Ratio Simplified Excursion 2-1

A ratio is simply ji way of 't omparing two numbers. For
exam[ite; a ratio may tell you how often One thing happens
as compared with ano0,er. (-1ere's how,- you set up and ,use.
ratios. .\..

Example I sSuppose.you look at 50 cars in a parking lot,
and you notice that 5'cars are'red and 45 cars-are not red.
What is the ratio of red cltrs to nonred ears in'that parking
lot?

Arrange your data:

Nonred

Number of Cars 45

Red

5

i.;

To arrive a.1 the sbnpkst ratio, divide both numbers by the
smaller of the two numbers. In this case, the smaller number
is 5.

9 1
/34K"

Dividing: 5)-- 5jr
Ratio 7= 9 nonred cars .to I red car 99

/9



The ratio tells you that there Nqre nine times as,mariy
nonred cars as there were red cars. By itself, the ratio does
'nor tell you- how many cars you looked .at in (he-first place)
(You looked at 50 earsnot 10.).

_Fxample 2- Suppose 28 men, 13 women, and 10 children
are Waiting in line to get into a bail game. What is the ratio
of men to women to children?

Arrange your data:

-Women- Children

Number Waiting 28 13 10

Divide all numbers by the smallest number, thai is, 10.

2.8
.1-02787 10) 13.0 101T

10

80 30
Ratio = 2.8.men to .1.3 women to I child

Usually, but not always, a ratio includes whole numbers.
One way to simPlify a ratio is to round it. Fir instance, the
number 2.8 in the last example is nearer to 3 than to 2. You
could round 2,8 to the number 3. Since the number 1.3 is
nearer to 1 than to_ 2, it can be rounded to 1. The general
rule in rounding is-to use the higher .whole ntimber if the'
fraction is 0,5 or -higher and to use the lower whole number
if the fraction is 0.4 or lower.

ln whole numbers, the ratio shown in the-last example,
2.8 men to 1,3 women tO 1 child,

could'be rounded to .

3 meti to 1 woman to 1 child.

It is important to write a roUnded ratio in the same order
in which Whatever it represents is stated. Otherwise, the
meaning of the ratio will be 'changed. Notice, for example,
what would have happened if yon had written the rounded
ratio as I to.3 to 1 instead of 3 to 1 to I. You- might haye
become confused and assumed that there were more women

100 EXCURSION 2-1 than men..
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Now here's a problem for you to solve.

01. Suppose you had 20 brown disks and 10 colorless disks.
What is the ratio of brown disks to colorless disks?

Check y ur answer to question I agairtSt the one given
at the end f this excursion. If your answer was right, go

t Oh. to quest.ons 2, 3, and 4. If you were wrong, o back
thr6ugh the first two examples again before contintfing:

-02. Suppose there are 600 boysoand 400 girls inla
What is the rounded ratio of boys to girls? .

03: 'Waiting in, line to buy theater tickets are 58 childien
and 11 adults: What is the rounded ratio of children to
adults?

.04. A small package.contains -12 red:. 8 yello 5 orange,
and 3 green candies.~-What is the rbunded ratio of 'red to
yellow to orange_to green candies?

1 4

EXCURSION 2-1 101
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Once again, check your answers with those at the end of
this excursion. If you got any of the problems wrong, review

-your work of the first part of this excursion..
When you are sure you ,know how to sirtiplif), a ratio, you

are ready to go back io Chapter. 2 and work out the ratios
there. Remember: any ratio Must be written in the same order
that the groups are listed. Also, keep in Otind that a ratio'
does not tell you the actual number of times things occur.
It is simply a way of comparing numbers.

. .

Answers

1. A brown to 1 colorless
2, Either 1.5 boys to 1 girl or 3 boys to 2 girls
3. 5 children to 1 adult
4. 4 red to 3 yellow to 2 orge to I green

I.

.

4
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Don't Flip over This Excursion 4-1

In your experiment, you've been running into a 3-to-1 ratiO
over and over. In trans, for example, you found that brown
seeds showed up in the second crop three times as often as
white beans.,put why does the 3-to-I ratio appear instead of
some other ratio?

, Even though the 3-to-I ratio continues to appear, would
you believe that it happens by chance? Let's take a look and
See what-We mean by chance or probabilitythe likelihood
that ap event might. occur.

Chanee is commonly written as a fraction between 0 and
I. For instance, if something can happen two ways, like the
flipping of a coin, the chance Is for heads and for tails.
You,can state the probability, in a number of ways.

What is the chance of flipping heads on a coin?

50-50
to 2 All these- responses are correct_

50%

r

if something can never happen, like rolling a seven 'on
a die (that's one of a pair= of dice), the chance is.8. If it always
happeps, like flipping heads on a two-headed coin,' the
chance is I.

116
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.1nstead of using only one coin, suppose you were to toss
two coins at the same time. Let's say you have a nickel and
a dime. Both coins might come kip heads, both might be tails,
or one -might -be -heads while the ot ler is tails (Figure 1).

Heads-heads
[

Hends-tells A Ta Ils-talls

Toss 2 coins at least 60 lint& and tecord the combinations
that appear in Table 1 in ,yourk.Record Book.

Possible
Combinations

Results from
, 60 Tosses. Nickel

_

Dime

Heads Heads

Heads Tails

Tails Heads.

Tails Tails ' ,

Look back at Figure 1. You will. note that there are four
combinations possible when you flip two coins at the same

itime. Thus; your chance of coming up,with the four coMbi-
"'nations are these:

Heads-heads - 1 to 4
Heads-tails ---4, or '1 to 4
Tails-heads or 1..to 4

104 EXCURSION 4-1 4 Tails-tails I, or 1 to 4
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al. _How did your data from the flipping of the two coins
come out?,Out of 60 tosses, dkl you get about 15 for each
of the four combinations 08 = :I)?

Perhaps you are wondering why the pattern of :1 appears
for each of the four combaiations. Remember that for tosses
of coins the probability of _heads turning Up .is The proba-
bility of tails turning up is, naturatly, also 1.

What are:the chances when two coins aye tossed at the
same time? Figure illustrates the answer.. Remember, we
aren't interested in -,lhat.1 two coins are used. We just want
to know whether they cuhie up heads or tails.

Figure 2

_ .

.

(1/2) Heads

,

(1/2) Tails

(V7) Heads (1/4) HH (1/4) HT

(1/2) Tails
..

(14) HT

_

WO TT

2

You can apply what you have just done with coins to the BACK TO

bean seeds. In your bean experiment, you began with a THE BEANS

pure-strain brown-bean parent and a pure-strain white-bean
parent: Using a chart, you can cross the bean parents and
find the probability of the, first-generation offspring. Com-
plete Figure 3 in your Record- Book.

Figure 3

Pute-straln B

brown-bean
parent

11.).

11/4)b

Pure-straln
white-bean

-parent

r ; . :;

f

EXCURSION .4-1
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106 EXCURSION 4-1

02. Afhat were the ratios of your first-generation offspring?
Using the chart in Figure 4.in.your Record Book, cross two
of the first-generation offspring.

Flgtim 4

PIrst-generation
offspring

First-generation offspring

EI3. What were the ratios of your 'second-generation off-.

spring/ -

Now what wonld be the appearance of each of these bean
seeds? BB would obviously be brown.

04. What would Bb seeds look like?

05. And bb seeds would be what color?

06. All in all, how many brown seeds would you have for
every white one?

Now do you see why the 3-to-I ratio keeps popping up?

141,
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A Bits More About Bits' Excursion 6-1

Gregor M.endel deservts a lot of credit. For seven years
(1857-1864) he experimented with peas in a quiet monastery
garden in.CzeChostovakia, only to have his efforts ignored.
in fact, the importimee of his work was not recognized until
1900, sixteen years after his death. His work led to the model
for "bits,ofinformation," the model you've been using. .

Mendel tried to follow what happened to seven features
as pea plants reproduced themselves. The features were seed
&hive, seed color, seed-coat color, pod shape, pod color,
flower type, and stern length. He crossed pure-sirain plants
for these features and then studied the features of the first-
and second-crop offspring.. Figure 1 shows the results of his

,
experiment.

From his data Mendel drew two conclusions:

1. Two identical pure-strain parents always produce

.
"pure-strain offspring like themselves.

2. When two different kinds of pure-strain parents ye
crossed, the first-crop offspring all look like one of the
parents. If first-crop offspring are crossed, three fourths
of the second-crop oftsbpring will look like one of tbe
original parents (from 1 above). One fourth will leiok
rlike the other original parent.:

Mendel developed a model to explain the results of his
experiments. This model wasqrlmost exactly like the two-bit
model you've been using except that he used the term factor
instead of bit of information. Mendel wrote an article about
.his discovery which was filed away in libraries. Almost fortY
Years later, otber scientists made the discovery Of "bits," and
these men were leCi bad( to Mendel's article. Mendel had
been at least forty years ahead of bis titre in making the
basic assumption that "factors" determine the inheritance oe
features, 107
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Mendel's results with two generations of garden peas
,

Features selected
.for cross First crop Second crop Rounded ratio

X
6,474 ro'und seeds
1,850 wrinkled Seeds 3 to 1

, IP
yd. o (A.) larctIN

_

. 1 k /

6,022 yellow seeds
2001, green ,seeds

,

8,003 total

706 gray seed coats
224 white seed coats

3 to 1

3 to 1
4

.

1414.. ea
.. Pal nit 4 ' 929 total ,

X /
4 eitil LI.) /ko ItaiA)

882 Inflated pods
\ 224 wrinkled pods
1,108 total --- 3 to 1

WM), (4.f ILI 1,0 % I ctefl,

4128 green pods
162 yellow pods ,,

_
3 to 1

.
580 total .

1 )
, sv, ,,,,:4 ,.
, .4t . 4 lig

' eVidt

NI:-.:.,,
. f...44.;,:

..
.,,,..

,661 siial flowers
ers .207 terminal floN 3 to 1

00,
868 total,.

4
A

0..

[1111 , ,,,'4

Pte.113",.
114..

J;$!'-`
cii.. ,

4.-,', do.
Ssolaysa,s

(.,'""

787 long stems.,

277 short stems
IL

3 to 1

\
,

1,084 total ,

, Figure 1 Mendel's early success where,others had failed was\due
to several Things: 'First, he used "systems',' approach. tic
studied only- one feature at a time, Second, 'he applied .14s

knowledge of mathematics to his study. Third, he built a
Model 'to actount for 'what he saw. This 'whole approacl,

'might be, thought of.as"if-then" ria'sOning. flis thinking was,
"If I assume these things to.be tr e, then I can predict What
I see.".

.

--Since Mendel's ,. time, other scientists. haVe been .trying
. actually to see the bits qf informatem. Their studieS haVe

added much to- the two-bit. model. -'
Well before 1900, the discovery of what are called cells

hid been Madb. lt was learned that virtually all living things
108 EXCURSION 6-1 are made uli,of the tiny cells Kit can be easily 'seen under
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a microscope. Whenfns are viewed through a high-powrred
microscope, many_smatlei parts ca.n .he sem. One of these
parts is. called the nucleus. .

Figur, -2

COI ChnDmosomes

If you Were to,nfagnify ihe nucleus many times, you could
. -see some strands in it that resernIple piece's of thread. fliese

are chromoso-mes. An AmeriCan sbientist, Walter S. Sutton(
'was the:first to nOtice that chromosomes are, passed from Cell
to xell as Mendel's "bits of information" are passed from
parent to offspring. Still later, it was-sliggested that tht' bits
of information were located 'on the chromosomes much like
beads on a string. Althoggh this idea has been,changed
little since then, we-still believe bits of information. are
some way attached to chromosomes as they are passed from

,parent to. offspring:
Scientists soon begari to call.Mendel's "factors",g'enes. The-

,word "genes" is .short for.genedc units. Whether we call the
. factors bits, units, or genes;the.model still.works for explain-

:`ing and predicting the way features are passed from .parent
to offspring. °

TO see if yOu 'have, understood -this excursion, try to .use
your information about the ninsect yotfve been studying..

.-

01.,'How many bits are needed for each feature'of a ninsect?

.02. What does each ninsect card represent?

ps. Wat do- the holes in the cards represent?

. 04. How many bits,(genes) are there on one ninsect chro-
, I

mosome? . ....,- N
..',, s , \e .

LI tly Flow many bits (genisYare needed to make= one, com- \

.,

plete ninsect? ,
. ,. 'EXCURSION 6-1 109
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0 6. HOW tnany chromosomes are needed to create one
ninsect?

07. The ninsect inherits a set of genes. On what are the set
of genes found?

DR. Every anhnal and plant Kas two sets of genes for each
feature. In the ninsect, where. does each set of genes come.
from?

:e,

A More recent idea has teplaced the "string of beadss'
chromosome_modeLTExperiments showed-that Menders bits,----
the genes, are-perhaps made of a chemical called DNA. Two
scientists, James D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick, made a DNA
model which looked like a ladder that hild been twisted
several times.. This model keeps changir$ to fit new infortna-
tion but, at the same time, keeps enough old features to
explain what it; already. known. Through -this building and
iwproving of the model, our picture tof a gene will surely
ire different in fifty yepr.s.

PROB1Et1 BREAW 1

Several,books tell more abOut the kleas discussed in this
excursion. One that offers pictures of chromosomes and
drawings of DNA,is EvOition, by Ruth Moore, in the Life
Nature Library (Vew York:, Time-Life Books,' I962)., An-
other book Orinteiest, written by Cadeen Maley Hutchins
and titled Life's KeyDNA, (New York: Coward-McCann,

'1960 offers a detailed discussion of the relation of DNA to
life. Use 'books like 'these to, add to your understanding of-
why you're you.

4
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Peas Again,
But Double Trouble

Excursion 6-2

If you did Excursion 6-1, pu know that much of our under-
standing of inheritance is based upon the work of Gregor
Mendel. One of the factors Mendel studied was seed color.
He found that the bit of information for yellow seeds masked
the bit for green seeds. Figure 1 reviews crosses between
yellow and green Peas so that you can see the way these
features aye passed. The letters under die drawings stand for
bits of Aformation. Y stands for yellow seed and y stands for
green seed.

Pure-strain,
yellow-seed
parent plant

`fy

'First prop

First-crop lifftpring plant

CO
Yy

Yy

YY

Pure-strain,
green-sew
parent plant

All offspring have yellow seeds.

Second crop ØQQç
YY Yy Yy yy

First-crop offipring plant

Yy

Three yellow seeds
to one green seed

124

Figure 1
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Figur* 2

Figure 3

112 EXCURSION 6-2

Mendel also found these inheritance poterns in studying
pett,,sced texture. He found the bit of information .for smooth
seed rtuisked- the bit of information for wrinkled seed. Fig-
ure 2 reviews thc crosses between smooth-skin pea seeds and
wrinkled-skin pea seeds.

Pure-strain. smooth- Pure-strain, wrinkled-
seed parent plant

SS

seed parent plant

F,Irst crop 0 All offspring hay,. smooth skin.

First-crop offspring

Second crop

S.

X

First-crop offspring

Three seeds have
smooth akin end one
seed has wrinkled skin.

You are abOut to learn how to. predict the inheritance
pattern for iwo features at a time! Here is your problem.

Pure-strain, smooth and
yellow seeds

Pure-strain, wrinkl 0 and
green seeds N.

c.

SSYY

First crop

Sel'y

asyy

All offspring have smooth
skin and yellow seeds.

s 4Q '1. '; .30 16N-01040 v 414.4x4;44-`q'
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If you aty not see jrtv SsYy appeared, look back to the
first-crop dffspring in Figures -1 and 2.

Now, it you cross two of the first-crop offspring, what will
be the ratio of the second-Crop offspring? Table I, which is
similar to Figure 2 in Excursion 4-1, shows you how to predict
thc results of this cross. Complete the table in your Record
Book by filling in 'each square like the examples that are
given:

1

SY

Sy
Possible Bits of
Information from
Sinooth, Yellow
Parent (SsYy) sY

9Y

Sy

+t- Table 1
Possible Bits of Information ,

from Smooth, Yellow Parent (SsYy)

Sy sY sy

SSYY
smooth,
yellow ...,,,

4
I

Ssyy

smooth,
green

serf'
wrinkled,

yellow

.SsYy
smooth,
yellow

.

If you have trouble filling in the squares, think about how
you read graphs_ For the top left square, we got SY from
the top of the grid and SY from the left. Combined, these
gave us SSYY, which is "smooth yellow."

Now you can summarize the kinds of offspring that are
possible in this mating: Just count and record in Table 2
in your Record Book the number of offspring with each
possible combination of features.

Smooth, yellow-seeded plants

Smooth, green-seeded plants

Wrinkled. yellow-seeded plants

Wrinkled, green-seeded plants

1 26

Table 2

EXCURSION 6-2i 113
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The ratio you have just found is quite common in studies-
of inheritance of two features at 8

['it In this same problem, what is the ratio of smooth seeds
to wrinkled seeds? (Count them; don't. gue.ss.)

02. What is the ratio of yeltow seeds to green seeds?

You can see from the data that each feature is inherited
indppendently.

(1100e you think You could solve another problem about two
features _at _a __time?--Try -this -one: N insects -also- have several
features some of-which are dominant while others arc reces-
sive. Select two ninsect features and,diagram the following
crosses in your_Record Book.

a. Cross one parent that. is a pure strain for two dominant
features with another parent that is a pure strain for two
recessive features.

b. Cross two first-generation-noffspring of et above cross.
Use the pea problem as a.model for designing your solu-

tion to this problem. Some of the symbols you could r
for ninsect features are these:

Eye color: black, white (8, b)
Body Color: striped, plain (S, s)
Body shape: round, slender (R, r)
Stinger: present, absent (P, p)
Leg length; tall, short (T, t)

--Antenna: curly, straight (C, c)
Wing pattern: plain; spotted (W, w)
Wing size: large, small (1, I)

Y Aimak\

114 EXCURSION 6-2
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R d, White, 'and Pink Excursion 7-1

In Chapter 7 you were asked to use your two-bit model to
explain ,the cross tilat is shown below. This excut'sion will
show you possible way to do this.
Figure 1

tat crop

2n4 crop

Parents

Let's think about the cross in terms of your two-bit model
(see page 83 of Chapter 7 for a summary of the-model). The
pure-strain red parent had to have two bits.of information
forirekl, whilestthe plure-strain white parent had two bits for
white. This means that each otTspfing had to get one white
bit from the white parent and one red bit from the red parent.
This is diagrammed in Figure 21e-11 that figure is not clear
to you, torn baCk to Chapter 7 and,:review the two-bit model.

R A bit of information for red
W = A bit of information for white

4 lit crop

Figure 2
RR

Parents

X
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According to the two-bit Model then, each fiVst-crop off-
spring has one bit for red and one bit for white. In this case,
the floweq ofb\those offspring should have been either red
or white X6pe ding upow.which bit masked the other. The
model as desc ibed on page 83 cannot explain the fact that
the first-cropflowers were pink.

Actually, tk very small change in the model will let you
use it to handle the flower problem. All you have to do is
change statement 4 (page 83) bf the model from

A. if an individual receives two different-bits:of informa.
tion for a feature, One bit may mask the other.

to

4. If ati individual receives tvo different bits of.informa-
tion for a feature, one bitk may mask the other. Some-
times, however, the two bits will both have an effect, and
the offspring's .appearance will be midway between that
of pure-strain individuals for each bit.

Notice that -the change lets you explain what happened
in the firs t. crop of the flo4r cross. You. can -simply assume

Parente thelit for 'reA and the bit fol- white in the first-crop
offspring bot:had an effect and that the offspring became
pink.(halfway between red and white). Notice also`that the
change adds something to the model withQut destroying it.
The model will still work for beans, fruitfiies, and the-like.

Nos, take a look at Figure a'', where the second crop.of
flowers' is shown..Try to 'apply the new model to it. Does
it work?

Figure 3

2nd crop

01. Use your modified two-bit model to expliin why part
of-the second crop is pink, part is red, and part is white. ,

Want some practice in solving problems like the one with
morning glories? Try this one.

J:32. A white morning glory is crossed with a pink morning
116 EXCURSION 7-1 glory. What may the offspring look_like?
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Hair illeirs Excursion 7-2

In Chapter 7 you were left with the problem.of figuring out
how a certain type of baldness is inherited. Your problem
was to decide what bits of information for baldness might
be in each individual in the family shown in Figure 7-2 (Fig.
2 in this excursion). 1

You Were told that the bits of information fbr normal hair
and for ,baldness sometimes switch (exchange) their masking
roles. Which of the two bits is maskeid depends upon whether
the individual is a nian or a womah. In men, the bit (gene)
for bajdness masks the one for normal hair. in women, it's
the other way aroUndthe biiNtizit- normal hair masks the
one for 6.11dness. Table I summartieS' this inforMation.

. Sex Masking Balaness (b)

/--

Normal Hair (B)

b masks B ..0B or bb
i
BB(Male)

(Female) 0 B mask§ b ', bb bB Or BB

-= Table 1

117
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Use Table .1 to check the information in Figui-e I and then
answer the questions that follow it.

Parents

bb BB Bb bb
bB BB

Circle = Woman
Scivare = Man
Black = Baldness
Blank = Normal hair

01. How can .the male parent be bald when he has one
B gene for normal hair?.

02. Since the male parent is bald with Bb, why isn't the
female,(Bb) also bald?

Wha,t ratio, of baldness to normal is there in ttie male
offspring?

118 EXCURSION 7-2
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Use -the information in Table I to -decide which bits of
information each person has for the baldness feature in
Figure 2. In your Record Book, under each square or circle,
write the letters for the bits that person has, as you see done
in Figure -I.-Sometimes one person could have more than
one kind of pair of bits. A black square represents_ a bald
marr,- a blank -sqitare represents a mali with normal hair.

. -A blank circle represents a woman with normal hair.

Baldness is another feature that makes us alter our two-bit
model in order to have the model explain and predict better.

04. In what way was the two-bit model altered tO make it
work so that itiexplains and predicts baldness in humans?

. .

Have you altered your model to explain pink color in
morning glories? If not, turn to Excuralon ill, "Red, White,
and .Pink."

Figure 2

EXCURSION 7-2 119
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YoU can theck your work in rigure 2 by turning the page
upside down.

Answer key for Figure 2

'. ,tik,
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Boy or Girl Excursion 7-3

One of the most obvious features of everyone is his or her
sex. We take for granted the fact that people are either male
or female. But most of us wonder from time to time just
how the sex of a baby is determined. How this happens is
the subject of this excursion.

If you did Excursion 6-1, you learned what chromosomes
are. If you didn't 00 that excursion, turn to it now and read
the part that deals with chromosomes.

f

Since the studies were made that linked chromosomes with
bits of information (genes), scientists have been studying
chromosomes very carefully. There are 23 pairs of chromo-
somes (46 in all) in every normal human cell, except in sperm
cells and in egg cells. The chromosomes that make up 22
of the pairs alwaysflook more or less alike (see Figure 1).
But sometimes those in the 23rd pair don't matchone
chromosome is sometimes much longer and straighter than
the other. The tong straight type of chromosome has been
called an X-chromosome, and the short bent one a Y- Figure 1
chromosome.

:

1 3 4 5 a 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

11.16iX,.xxxxiricA.A-dx,
..a

4 4' a g z is. ly

23

11)%tinttixailiszini7axnx,,
,Vicohlycninwrisidxhin., A

4

1 2 5 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 :15 1,0 17 18 19 20 21 22

134

gx

23

Male

Female



Careful study shows that thc chromosomes in the cells of
boys and men are different from those in girls and womcn.
'Boys and - men have one X-chromosome -and one Y-
chromosome, while girls, and women have two X-
chromosomes. This is shown in Figure 2,

Figure 2 Female
23rd pair

After the differences between men's' and women's chro-
mosomes were noticed, scientists used .them .to develop a
model for how Sex is inherited. They made the assumptiim
that if a personlhas two X-chromosomes (in the 23rd pail),
then that person is a female. They also assumed that it a
person has an and 9.Y-chromosome, then that persbn is
male. Furthermpre, it was assumed that one of each person's
23rd pair of chromosomes came from his father:and one catne
froM his mother. Figure .3 shows these assumptions.

FlgUre 3 Father Mother

Sister Sister Brother Brother
V.

Notice in FigUre 3 that thechances of the offspring ending
,up with two X-chromosonies are the same as for the offspring
having an X,-chromdsome. and a Y-chromosome. This* how
scientists explain the fact that there are about as many boys
born as girls.122 EX ION 7-`'
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A, fiOaI Problem Excursion 7-
,

'Ready ifor 'a royal, problem? Here _goes! Kead througithe
problem and igtcmpt to solve it the best yOuorr.lf you have
a'hard three at first, don't giVe up. More help will he.,..,gWe'n

,,e .

-later, -. . , . ...

Sorne p'eople are' born Wit 'tt, real handic-aptheir .blAocf

does -not clot very well.;This meanslhat even ihe slightest
cut bleecis and blthtds. They May even: die of ids of Wood' l'' .' front a, tin4? y scratch. FeW such individthils live lO1tig eilOngh

4, ,,,,
to produce ,children.

,

:.., ,

ScYeral dilers of European countries or ih'el past .hunarcd
,,. .

.;,yeats `have hadlhis problez. Here's a diagram showAng the
..

' fantily4ree of these people. Once aigain,- arcles represent
,f.criVaks And Squares represent,maks, Rlifeic: indicates,that the
person,:is R t"bleedk'; white shows that Ice is. not,;,,-

.:, .:
4

, AI -t4

Af: c-,ve

/ 1

T. 4..

)

Fecjireti 1

"`-

Albe!t QueenVietoria

Victoria Edward Alice

Nenry Irene Victoria Elirateth E'rnest Fredrick Alexandra

IS

Waldemar Sigisrpund Henry Olga Tatiana Maria Anastasia 'Alexis

1'1;3
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124 EXCURSION 7-4

01. Does your two-bit model (see page 83 for a summary
of the model) explain the data in Figure 1?
02. Which bit seems to mask and which bit seems to be
masked? .

03. How many male and how many female bleeders are
shown in Figure 1?

04. What assumption can You add to your two-bit mode)
to explain the number of male bleeders as compared with
female bleeders?

f
Okay, there's your problem. The reS1 of this excursion is_____________ _-----devoted -to Al p o s s i b I c --it n s w e r to-it. .t.Th nt o read on until._

you've tried hard Co solve-the problent for yourself.'

if you successfully answered the last question, yon deserve
a medal. It's really a tough one. To fully understand it,.you

.

need to know the model for how sex is. inherited. Excursion
7-3 will help you with this if you don't, already know it.

As Excursion 7-3 suggeSts, you can assume,.that every boy
and man" shown in Figure 1 has one.17-,chrornosome as well
as one X-chKomosome. The girls and wo'men shown in the
figure have no Y-cbromösomeonly X-chromosomes. This ..

is a good clue to how bleeder's disease is inherited.

05. In view of the information, in e last paragraph, why,, .
do you think bleeders are males

06. On what chromosome do you,suppose the bit of infor-
mation for bleeder's diSease is located?

If you guessed that the.bit for bleeder's, disease is carried
on the Y-chromosome, you did quite well.-Unfortunately,
however, your hypothesis won't explain everything you. see

4110KR



in Figure I. (Try ii and see.) A better approach is to think
in terms of the X-chromosome. Here's the Model for the
inheritance of bleeder's disease that scientists now uselook
it over carefully.

I. Some X-chromosomes carry the bit (gene) for bleeder's
disease (X°).

2. Other X-chromosomes carry the bit (gene) for normal
blood clotting (XN).

3. Y-chrosrnosornes don't carry either the bit for bleeder's
disease or the one for normal clotting.

4. The bit of infOrmation for normal 'clotting can mask
(is dominant over) the bit for bleeder's, disease.

07_ Shown below are the pairs of sex chromosomes of two
men and two women. Using The model above, decide whether
each individual is a bleeder or not. In your Record Book,
write "bleeder" or "nonbleeder" for each one.

a. Woman
-XNXN

b. Woman
xNxb

c_ Man d. Man
XNY XbY

Now take a look at the family tree shown in Figure 2..
Notice h
their effect.

the bleeder's disease bits are passed along and

Mother
normal

Father
bleeder

Parents

Children

Son normal Daughter normal Daughter normal Sop-in-law normal

Grandchildren

Daughter normal Son normal Son bleeder

- r

Figure 2

EXCURSION 7-4 125
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CI& .Why is one of the grandsons in Figure 2 a bleeder and
the other a nonbkeder?

Now turn back to Figure I.

9. How do you now explain the fact that not all tL males
of this royal family have bleeder's disease?

You have learned that some features are said to .be sex-
linked. Features like bleedeE's disease are called sex-linked
because the bits for iliem life thought to be located on sex
chromosommX-and-Y-in-cast-atium-a-ns. There are_about
60 sex-linked traits in huinans, 5uch as one kind of night
blindness, myopia, double eyelashes, and one type of color
blindness. Now, here's a good one for you to answer.

\LJ1O, Suppose a male bleeder married a pure-strain female
who's not a bleeder. Could any of his sons be bleeders?
Could any of his grandsons? Explain.

N.
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I Wonder Where Excursion 7-5
the Color Went?

.Here's a good chance to find out ilsome other variable might
affect thd appearance of offspring. For this excursion, you
need the following materials:

15 tobacco seeds
1 petri dish with lid
2 paper towels
1 pair scissors

ACTIVITY 1_ Cut two pieces of paper towel the size of the
petri dish. Place them, in the bottom of the dish. Wet the
paper towels and pour off any excess water.

Paper towel

amiunio4111111111110

1"1011.111'
03111

ACTIVITY 2. Place the 15 seeds onto the paper towel so \that
ach seed is separated from every other seed.

Tobacco seeds

p.
Moist paper towels

41th.014A1.0
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Lid on

128 EXCI)RSION 7-5
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ACTIVITY 3. Put the lid on the dish arid gently set it In a dark
piece (such as a drawr or cupboard).

10(
Caution It will be ten dors befive _your seeds. germinate. I3e
sure the seeds do not dry out. Check them EVERY DAY and
TIRT-(;77:/: ifiN;'poper towel looks dry. But don't odd too much-
water. Be sure your seeds are watered sufficiently on a Friday
to carry them tlirough the weekend.

After fke seeds have sprouted, notice the color of the
leaves

01. What color were the leaves on the tobacco plants?

02. flow did the tobacco plants in the dish you.just observed
\t.

differ from the tobacco plants observed in Problem Break
3-1?

03. Were the differences due to different bitspf information
(genes)?

044Vxplain your answer to ci.Oestion 3..

05. Suppose you moved the plants .grown in the dark to the
light. ,What do you predict would happen? Move the plants
to test your prediction and describe the results.

06. This experiment shows that something other than bi
of infqrmation has an effect upon vt,hat offspring Will look
like. .What is that "something"?

, atl 1-4 61 el 14'1
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One, Two, Excursion -6
Pick-up Sticks.

By now you know that features arc passed from parent to
offspring through bits of information (genes). If the features
arc passed along perfectly every time, then life would never
change.

The same features should be_passed frorn generation to
generation. But anyone who has read about dinosaurs or
fossils knows that changes have been happening..In this
excursion, you will see a way that one form of change can
takc place.

For this activity, let's assume that you are an insect-eating
bird. Wecwill let colored toothpicks represent young stages
of the insects you eat. Colored paper will represent lhe mate-,

rial on which the insects live. For this activity, you will need
a pal-Tiler and these materials:.

I set of colored paper (6 different colors)
box of colored toothpicks

.1 pair of tweezers

1*.

ACT1VITY-1. Scatter 30 toothpicks, half of one color and half
of another color, ,on a piece of paper whose color matches
that af one of the toothpicks. Do not let your partner see you
do thls. 129

Al'
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130 EXCURSION 7-6

ACTIVITY 2, Move Into a dimly lit area; Have your partner pick
up as many toothpicks as possible with the tweezers In five
seconds.

HINT If you do not have a watch Nijith a second hand, you
_may estimate the time by counting 141o, etc.

al. How many toothpicks dia your partner pick up that
matched the colored paper? that did.not match the paper?

Exchange roles with Your partnei' So that each of you has
the chance to play bird.

02. How many toothpick's did you pia up that matched the
colored Wiper? that did not match the paper?

03. How did your partner's results compare with your
results?

04. Explain the results that you and Ypur partner got.

Try different combinations of colored pap.er and toothpicks
to confirm your results.

;
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ThiS simple eiperimcnt can be applied 'to the inheritance
of features. Lions, toads, robins, sharks, wolm, and hawks
have at least ohe thing in CO.111(11011. All of them prey upon
other animals for food. To Survive, these animals must tind
and capture the animals thely feed upon. The survival of the
prey depends upon its ability .to avoid being. caught. Any
feature..of the prey that makes irdifliCtIlt:to calchis important
for its survival.

Color i a comrpon and important feature. Some animals
match their background _very closely, but others don't. Let's
,use 'how well an animal ,matches its. background as we, con-

.,
sider survival.

Suppose a particular moth is preYed upon by birds. During
the claytiMe this moth is found on the, trunks of trees. Both
the ,trees and the moths vary in 'color, That is;. some moths

. ". are)ighter colored than others. The same holds true for the
. .

Weft: Because.of the 'yariation in ithe color of tree trunks and,
, moths,'some 'moths are more easily'SSeen by 'birds -.than, are

others 4is 'they test -on tree trunks.,
t.

05. What color combination of moths and trees.would.
.the moths lesS likely to be eaten .by 'birds?-
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Now let's suppose there is a change, in .thc4st where
the moths live. Smoke from a large factory imilt nearby stains
the bark of all the trees. No longer are there any light-colored
trees. Light-colored moths are now easily seen against any
tree.

06. Which moths 'would be most likely and which least
likely to survive in ttfis changed forest?

Those moths that arc most,casily seen are less likely to
survive and to pass bits of information on to offspring.

E] 7. in time, what changes do you. predict will occur in .the
_color of the moths living in the changed forest?

Elt. What conc1u4ions do you reach regarding the inheri-
tance of color among these moths?

1 32 'E XCURSION. 7-6
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DO Blondes Have Excursion 7-7
-More Fun?

You have seen that assuming that features are controlled by
bits of information can be a very useful model. But arc bits
of infOrmation the only variable involved in whatindividuals
look like? If not, are they the most important factors? Let's
see.

Table 1 contains seven features that depend upon the
environment. Complete the fable in your _Record Book by
placing an X next to the -environmental factor(s) that you
think can affect each feature.

/FEATURES

ENVIRONMANTAL FA TORS

Sunlight Exercise Diet

Skin tanning '''

Freckles

Intelligence ..

Hair color 7
Weight . ,.

Size of rouscks
C

,

. .

Handedness

pl. List some other human features that ybu think are
,affected .by the person's-.environment.

02. Which do you think is more irnportant in determining
how a person lookshis bits of inform'ation or environmental
factors?

Table 1

133
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This la,5t question raises a problem that has beendiFussed.
over and over again. It is often called the "NatureNiirture"
'problem. You might like to see what other books have tO
say about it. Some researcheps argue that the environment
(Nurture) is more important in determining what a person

,
is like. Others place greater importance oh the bits of infor-
mation a persOn inherits (Nature). Everyylne,agrees, hoWeTr,
That both environment and bits of information are important.

03. Could you change the bits of information you received
from V:tur parents?

.04. Could you change your environment?

05. How could you affect the degree to which some of your
features develop?

0 6. This excursion suggests a very important questionCan
a change in the features of a parent. that, is caused by the-
environment be passed -on io offspring? Questions 7 through
1.0 point up the 'problem. (Just look them over now; don't
try to answer them yet.)

0 7. Would a weight lifter's children ha stronger muscles
because of the amount of exercise he takes?

08. Would the children of A man-who works in the sun all
day be born :darker because of his exposure?

.09. lf some day .you go to college, will your children be
born smarter because of your education?

0 10. Will the children, of a ,world's-record-holding runner
be able to run faster ,than their friends? if sb, why?

Your.problem it to study this subject in whatever books
and magazines ydu can find. Try your own school library
and, if one is available, a public library. An encyclopedia
might help, too. Your teachef.may be able to suggest what
books are availalile.

When you think you have an answer tO question.6, write it-
in your Record Book; then answer questions 7 through 10.

k. 11 7
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